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THE
NYC FACES
SHREDDED
SAFETY NET
BY HEATHER HADDON

Mary Thompson scaled many hur-
dles to get a job and off of welfare. A
44-year-old mother of four from the
Bronx, she failed to finish high school,
served time in prison and beat drug
addiction three years ago. But this
March, she successfully started work at
America’s historic symbol of opportuni-
ty—Ellis Island.

“I never thought I was going to do it,
and I did,” Mary says proudly about her
work as a cashier for the tourist hub’s
food stand, one of her first long-term
jobs in years. “I’m ready to live my life.”

Yet now, months later, Mary is one of
over 100,000 New Yorkers who have
lost a job in the aftermath of the World
Trade Center tragedy and subsequent
economic meltdown. 

Nationwide, the growing ranks of the
unemployed stand on some of the shaki-
est ground in decades. A major overhaul
of the country’s long-standing public
support programs, like welfare in 1996,
though deemed a success during the
economically flush ‘90s, decimated
basic supports for the poor. The conse-
quences of those cutbacks are now com-
ing into stark relief as needs have
increased since September 11.

“The structures that once provided at
least a modicum of support have
become increasingly irrelevant to the
lives of most low-income families,” said
Deepak Bhargava, director of the
National Campaign for Jobs and Income
Support (NCJIS), an advocacy group
fighting for changes to welfare. 

The lines snaking thousands deep at
recent job fairs are reminiscent of the
Depression-era bread lines that spurred
A m e r i c a ’s “safety net.” Originating
with the Social Security Administration,
Unemployment insurance and an early
form of welfare in 1935, federal relief
came to include Medicaid and Medicare
health coverage, public housing and
other programs in the 1960s.

Some 30 years later, with roughly 14
million welfare recipients at its 1994

BY PRIYA REDDY

On September 11, our hometown was
bombed and thousands of lives were destroyed
in minutes. Soon after, a second assault began,
this time on the U.S. Constitution. 

Manipulating the shocking circumstances,
the Bush Administration is pressing forward
with a domestic agenda that “represents one of
the most sweeping assaults on liberties in the
last 50 years,” according to Michael Ratner of
the New York-based Center for Constitutional
Rights. “It is no exaggeration to say we are
moving toward a police state.”

Attorney General John Ashcroft has also
pressured Congress to
overhaul long-standing
legislation that forbids
military involvement in

domestic policing as the White House prepares
to implement a little known but far-reaching
military doctrine called “Homeland Security.”

“The attacks of 9/11 have accelerated the
domestic militarization of the police state,”
says Frank Morales, a longtime analyst of
Defense Department activities and a writer for
Covert Action Quarterly.

Bush established the Office of Homeland
Security (OHS) on October 8. Accorded enor-
mous power, former Pennsylvania Governor
Tom Ridge is heading up the cabinet level
agency and coordinating the activities of over
40 federal agencies responsible for protecting
critical domestic infrastructure. 

In the event of a major terrorist attack,
Ridge will serve as principle liaison to the
President and ensure the “continuity of gov-
ernment” in case of a terrorist attack.

“It is not yet known how this office will
function, but it will most likely try to central-
ize the powers of the intelligence and law
enforcement agencies,” said Ratner.

ORIGINS OF HOMELAND DEFENSE
“[The Bush executive order] does contain

plans for preventing terrorist attacks,” said
Morales, “but it also details plans for control-
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FROM THE NEWSWIRE

H a rd Questions – An Open Letter to a Flag-bearing Public 
BY DON OGDEN

We’ve mourned our dead. We’ve passed through denial
and anger (well, SOME of us have) and moved on to vari-
ous degrees of acceptance. Now it’s time to ask some hard
questions about circumstances leading up to and beyond the
eleventh of September. There exist far too many unasked or
unanswered questions for any intelligent person in an
alleged democracy to expect broad support for the
Administration’s “war” to be anything more than a fabrica-
tion of social engineering. 

Mujahedeen back to “rob and beat us” 
BY IISNA

Dawn in Jalalabad and in scores of dirty rooms and court-
yards across the city the Mujahideen are getting ready for
the weekend…. Analysts in London, Washington and
Islamabad know that if a post-Taliban set-up is to work any-
where, it must work here. But, despite the good intentions of
the United Nations and the U.S.-led coalition, there is little
sign that the return of the Mujahideen will bring freedom
and prosperity to the people of this city. Five years ago,
these same men brought chaos and violence. Now the fear is
they are bringing it again. 

Terror, the Present Danger and the Left 
CARL DAVIDSON

There is a positive, progressive high road through glob-
alization and beyond that can bring the benefits of modern
science, technology and culture to the vast majority of
humanity. But we can’t do so by ignoring the present dan-
ger. It is said that the mistakes and tragedies of war are
caused by generals who try to fight today’s conflicts with
the battle plans of the previous war. Today the same danger
faces the peace movement; it must not make itself a prison-
er to old ideas formed when the only enemy was at home
and the just cause was on the other side. 

The Rise of the Fourth Reich: What Really Happened
BY ANONYMOUS

It is naive, not to mention racist, to assume that tyrants
appear only in other nations and that somehow America is
immune simply because we’re Americans. America has
escaped the clutches of a dictatorship thus far only through
the efforts of those citizens who, unlike the Germans of the
1930s, have the moral courage to stand up and point out
where the government is lying to the people. And unless
more Americans are willing to have that kind of individual
courage, then future generations may well look back on the
American people with the same harshness of judgment with
which we look back on the 1930s Germans. 

Reclaim the Rest Stop Action in “Upstate” NY 
BY LEFTY SKIPTRACE

Reports coming in from the North indicate that 2 carloads
of IMC affiliates and sympathizers were sighted playing
music at excessive volume and dancing in the parking lot
and on top of their vehicles at a gas station not far from
Poughkeepsie, possibly off Route 44. Details remained
sketchy late Sunday night, but preliminary reports indicate
that, in actions reminiscent of, and perhaps dedicated to, the
spirit of Ken Kesey and the Pranksters who piloted the bus
further across the nation in the late 60’s, two vehicles
careened into the station and while refueling, turned up the
volume and commenced gyrating, to the amusement of the
other rest stop patrons and the consternation of the local
constabulary.

Arrogance in Western Protesters and NGO’s? 
BY DR. TAJUDEEN ABDUL RAHEEM

The surprising success of the anti-globalization movement
should raise some pointed questions about who the protest
groups really are and who, exactly, they represent. The irony
is that while civil-society organizations complain about a lack
of democracy and accountability in global institutions, many
of the self-appointed guardians of Third World interests are
unelected themselves, and accountable to no one outside their
membership. Who elected Oxfam or the World Wildlife Federa-
t i o n to speak on behalf of the developing world? 

Rights Have Little Meaning to Political Dissidents 
BY BILL WHITE

For the politically dissident there is no longer any
recourse for justice in America’s courts or police. For
decades these institutions have become less an instrument
for the rule of law and more an instrument of class rule and
raw power. And while “anti-racism” and attacks on the right
wing are always used as test cases for the latest totalitarian
“security” measures, the effects of those measures always
come back to bite the leftists that cheer them on. 

Argentinian Ceramic Workers Appeal for Int’l Solidarity 
BY CELESTE ARGENTIN A

We, the ceramist workers of NeuquZˇn (Argentina), are
appealing to your solidarity with the strong fight we are car-
rying out as workers of Zanon Ceramic Factory, in defense
of our jobs and for our wages being paid. Zanon Ceramics
is the most important private factory in our province and the
largest and most advanced producer of ceramics in South
America. Our strike began over a month ago, with mobi-
lizations and pickets to avoid stock departures, blockages of
bridges and highways to fight against the virtual closure of
the plant and the subsequent discharge of almost 400 work-
ers in a province where almost 20 % of its population is
already unemployed. During the early stages of this fight the
workers took the plant and ran it with the raw materials left
in the plant, showing society that the only ones interested in
keeping the factory working were its own workers. 

Narco News Beats Banamex!
BY NY STATE SUPREME COURT

The judge just handed down her decision and NARCO
NEWS WON AGAINST THE BILLIONAIRES!!!!!!! (I
hope they counter-sue,  now!)  

According to the text of the judge's decision on the nar-
conews.com site, a new legal precedent has been set that
gives independent online media (like indymedia!) the
SAME  rights under the law that the New York Times has –
it's called "heightened protection" for journalists. 

COMPILED BY CHRIS ANDERSON

Here’s a sampling of recent posts and comments to the NYC and global newswires. Each
Independent Media Center website features open publishing software that allows readers to
post articles, stories, photographs, audio clips and video footage to our newswire. Viewers
can also log comments that appear below articles allowing for open debate. To read more
or to post your own article visit www.nyc.indymedia.org or www.indymedia.org.
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WHAT IS THE IMC?
With autonomous chapters in over
80 cities throughout the world, the
t w o - y e a r-old Independent Media
Center has quickly grown into an
i n t e rnational network of volunteer
media activists.

The IMC’s mission is to create a
new media ethic by providing pro-
gressive, in-depth and accurate
coverage of issues that affect us
daily. We are a community-based
organization using media produc -
tion and distribution to support
and facilitate communities’ politi-
cal and cultural self-re p re s e n t a-
tion. We seek to illuminate and
analyze local and global issues
impacting individuals, communi-
ties and ecosystems by providing
media tools and space to those
seeking to communicate their
issues to the world.

Unlike corporate media, we 
do not pretend to be unbiased.
Subjectivity comes with the human
condition. Rather, we espouse
open dialogue, and the impor-
tance of placing the means of com-
munication and creativity back in
the hands of people, and away
f rom the drive of pro f i t .

The I n d y p e n d e n t is funded b y
benefits, subscriptions and indi-
vidual contributions.

WHAT CAN I DO TO GET
INVOLVED?
The IMC has an open door. You
can write for the Indypendent, film
events and rallies, self-publish arti-
cles to the web, take photos or just
help us run the office. As an
o rganization relying entirely on vol-
unteer support, we encourage all
f o rms of part i c i p a t i o n.

The print team re s e rves the right to
edit articles for length, content and
c l a r i t y. We welcome your part i c i p a-
tion in the entire editorial pro c e s s .

P R O D U C T I O N: Chris Anderson,
Mike Benediktsson, Jed Brandt, Josh
B re i t b a rt, Ojette Brundage, Mike
Burke, Sarah Groff-Palermo, A.K.
Gupta, Heather Haddon, Beth
Holden, Vicky Larson, Justin Lipson,
Ana Nogueira, Emily Reinhard t ,
Armond Samos, Jessica Stein, Jason
Stella, Laura Straus, Caro l i n e
Sykora, John Tarleton.
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F I R S T P E R S O N

BY HASNAIN JAVED

DAY 1: SEPTEMBER 19, 2001
I am a 20-year-old Pakistani student visiting family in

Houston. I left on a Greyhound bus to New York on
September 18. On our first stop in Mobile, Alabama, I was
picked up by the border patrol for overstaying my U.S. visa.
I was taken to the immigration office from where I phoned
my aunt, telling her that I had been arrested by the border
patrol. I told her that border patrol had told me that I would
be taken to New Orleans Parish Jail in two to three hours,
and that she could get me a lawyer with a $5000 bond. 

After all the required paperwork was completed, the
officer informed me that I would have to appear in court,
where the judge would decide whether I would be
deported or continue to live in the
U.S. Afterwards, all of a sudden,
the officer told us (the other peo-
ple who had been detained, as
well as myself) that we were not
going to New Orleans, but were
going to the Mississippi
Correctional Facility  instead. We
were also told that we would be
there for the night, and would be
transferred to New Orleans
Parish Jail early the next morn-
ing. Around 2:00 in the after-
noon, we arrived at the prison in Wiggins, Mississippi. 

I was moved to a dorm where there were other
inmates. In all, there were approximately 12 people. We
were divided into two groups of six each. All the other
immigrants there were Mexicans, except for one Thai
man, and these men had the same charges as me. I was
the only Pakistani in the group. As soon as I entered the
dorm with the others, the inmates looked at me strange-
ly. I was the only one who was given strange looks. I then
made a phone call home. The moment I got off the
phone, a Caucasian man said to me, “Come here.” He
then said, “You better get your ass out of here,” and start-
ed to beat me up. He continued to punch me so fero-
ciously that my front tooth was broken. A second man
then joined him, and they beat me up for over five min-
utes. Somehow, I managed to reach the bell and pressed
the button to call for help. A lady came on the speaker. I
said, “Please get me out of here, I am getting beaten up,
please, please.”

I was barely conscious. The men stopped, only for one
of them to say, “Hey, Bin Laden, this is the first round.
There are gonna be ten rounds like this.” I told them, “I
have nothing to do with this man.” He replied, “Too bad,
you’re Pakistani, you’re too close.” They kept banging
my head fiercely against the bars of the cell, and my left
ear began to bleed. I thought that I was going to die. No
officer showed up for help, despite the fact that I had
rung the bell a long time ago.

An African-American man approached me and tried
to show some sympathy.A third Caucasian guy came and
punched me hard. Then, they let me go to my bed. Just as
I was lying down, they pulled me down and said, “Take
your clothes off Bin Laden.” I cried desperately for help.
They took off my shirt, then my pants and boxers. They
yelled, “Run! We will whoop your (expletive deleted)!”

They made me run around. One Caucasian man got hold
of a slipper, and another Caucasian man pinned me to the
floor by my head. The first man started to beat my behind
as hard as he possibly could. I was naked, and almost
unconscious. The other inmates were all laughing and
cheering them on, saying, “Kill him!”

After a while, I tried to push off the man who was
holding me by my head. I turned my face around and saw
that four officers were standing there by the gate. T h e y
did not come up to me; they just stood there. Suddenly the
people stopped beating me. I ran to the officers. I said,
“Please get me out of here, please!” One of the off i c e r s
got my clothes, and I put them on. I was then taken to the
n u r s e ’s room who was not there. I had to wait for a long
time. I was then given an ice bag; my head was dark red.

As I was in extreme
pain, I asked them if
they could take me to
the hospital. They did
not reply at all. T h e
nurse gave me two
Motrin tablets. While I
was there, the major
passed by. I requested
him to please keep me
in a private cell. He said
that he would try, and
said, “You should keep

your mouth shut.” I was moved to the women’s cell.
There was just a bed there and nothing to cover myself
with. After around one and a half-hours, I was moved to
a private cell. I had nothing with me at all, and I was
freezing cold. After around half an hour, I finally got
something to cover myself up with. I was in such extreme
pain and stress that I could not even fall asleep. 

DAY 2: SEPTEMBER 20, 2001
In the morning, the INS people arrived and were tak-

ing everyone out to take them  to New Orleans. I was
also brought outside. I thought that I would also be able
to go, as my aunt and my lawyer were waiting for me in
New Orleans. The INS officer asked me if I was okay
and wanted to see a doctor. I told him I had been beaten
up very badly, I just wanted to see my aunt, my lawyer
and would want to see my own doctor. I felt that if I
would go to the doctor, I could be left behind and not
taken to New Orleans where I could be released.

We were about to leave. The officer was on the phone
with his chief when they decided suddenly not to take me
along with them after all. They did take all the rest of the
people who had come with me. I was to be left in the
Mississippi Correctional Facility for yet another night. I
was put into the prison uniform once more, and locked
up in the same cell. I was so depressed. I was not allowed
to make any phone calls, and this made me even more
concerned as to what would happen to me. Meanwhile a
person who was the contractor of the facilities came to
see me saying that he heard that a Pakistani guy got beat
up. He was sorry about what had happened. I requested
if he could help me to make a phone call, he allowed me
to make as many calls as I wanted. He was the only nice
guy that I met in that jail. 

Later that day, my aunt (name withheld on request)

came to see me at the correctional facility around 5 p.m.
She was not allowed to see me, so met the major of the
prison. After 10 p.m., I once again requested the officer for
a phone call. He told me that the major was about to come
and see me, and that I would then be allowed to make a
call. The major came around 10:50 p.m. to my cell, more
than five hours after my aunt had come, and told me that
she had come and left me a note for me to call her.

The major said I would be allowed to make a call
under the following conditions: 1. You will be talking on
a speaker phone; 2. You will only be allowed to talk in
English; 3. You will not mention anything about how you
got beat up. He added that if I failed to follow these rules,
he would disconnect the line. I had no choice but to
accept the conditions. As I spoke to my aunt, he stood
right beside me the whole time. 

DAY 3: SEPTEMBER 21, 2001
As the day progressed, I began to get worried. Around

1:15 p.m., the major came to see me and said that one of
the INS people were on their way to come and get me,
and that my aunt was waiting for my arrival in New
Orleans. Close to 1:45 p.m., I was released from prison.
I was taken to the immigration office in New Orleans,
where my bond was paid and I met my aunt. She was ter-
rified to see me all bruised.

I came to this country to escape all the violence back
home, not to be treated even worse. All I wanted was to
get a better education. The President of the United States
made it clear that Americans should not show hatred
towards Muslims. What was done to me was inhuman. I
still cannot sleep at night because I have nightmares
about what happened. I have been traumatised for life. It
was very difficult for me to expose myself but if I do not
speak up now, there will be others who will suffer in
silence. I am doing this for those people who have not
had a chance to be heard. America now needs Pakistan’s
assistance in hunting down Osama bin Laden but it is
time the Americans did something to help peaceful and
innocent Pakistanis living in their country in search of a
better life. They should first hunt the mini-Osamas hid-
ing inside many Americans, ready to hurt the innocent.

Hasnain Javed is a student at Queensborough College. 
This article was originally published in the Daily Jang, 

a Pakistan-based newspaper.

DISAPPEARED IN AMERICA
A QUEENS STUDENT, DETAINED IN ALABAMA, TELLS HIS STORY

The first man started to beat my
behind as hard as he possibly could.
I was naked, and almost uncon-
scious. The other inmates were all
laughing and cheering them on, say-
ing, “Kill him!”
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BY JENNIFER FERMINO

East Village homeowners and tenants, no strangers to
conflict,  may have another on their hands. Cooper Union
has filed a request to rezone two of its East Village proper-
ties and add commercial space. As the college looks to
expand its real estate holdings, many in the community are
concerned that the changes will further erode the neighbor-
hood’s vibrant eclectic charm. 

If Cooper Union has its way, the Hewitt building, on T h i r d
Avenue between 6th and 7th Streets, will be torn down and
replaced by a nine-story academic building. The engineering
building on Astor Place will also be razed to make room for
a 15-story building to be used primarily for commercial ten-
ants. The school also plans to enter a long-term lease with a
yet to be determined developer to build a hotel or other com-
mercial complex on what is currently the Astor Place parking
lot. The proposed changes would require closing Astor Place
between 3rd and 4th Avenues, cutting 4th Avenue in half and
having it run one-way uptown below 8th Street, as well as the
rerouting of city buses.

"This will change the entire feeling of the neighborhood.
It will homogenize it. This is all part of the Starbuck-ization
of everything," said Wendy Barrett, a 7th Street storeowner
for six years. "Especially in light of September 11, I really
think we should try and preserve more things."

Despite some high-rise Cooper Union and New Yo r k
University (NYU) dormitories, the East Village remains a
predominantly low-rise section of Manhattan thanks to its
zoning provisions. Although the changes proposed by Cooper
Union would be unattainable for a private developer, com-
munity facility zoning provisions allow schools and commu-
nity organizations to develop for maximum occupancy. In the
past, Cooper Union and NYU have successfully taken advan-
tage of their status as educational institutions to build high-
rise dormitories. But now, Cooper Union wants to use these
zoning benefits to develop not dorms, but commercial space.

Cooper Union is the country's only private, full-scholar-
ship college for art, engineering and architecture. In order to
finance the education of over 900 students, the 142-year-old
college has always relied on its real-estate holdings, dona-
tions and investments. But many in the neighborhood feel
Cooper Union is going too far with its new plans. In recent
meetings, community members have shown anxiety about
the consequences of high-rise commercial development for
their low-income, primarily residential community.

"Despite our respect for Cooper Union, we are very con-
cerned that we are paying, literally through our tax dollars and
figuratively through our quality of life, for the free education
that Cooper Union provides for a small group of students,"
said Lisa Kaplan, Chairwoman of Community Board 3, at a
City Planning Commission hearing on the college's plans.

The October 31 meeting was crowded with about 100 res-
idents, the overwhelming majority of whom opposed the plan
for a multitude of reasons: the inevitable loss of air and light,
t r a ffic and parking issues, the displacement of rats that often
accompanies large urban rebuilding projects, the architectural
importance of the neoclassical Hewitt building, and the eco-
nomic implications of a large commercial building in a com-
munity with many immigrants, artists and elderly residents.

"We live in a small town right here in Manhattan called
the East Village," said Anna L. Sawaryn, a member of the
Coalition to Save the East Village, a community group
organized to protest Cooper Union's expansion.

Several local officials were at the meeting but none spoke
in favor of the plan. Representatives for Congressman Jerrold
N a d l e r, State Senator Martin Connor and State
Assemblywoman Deborah Glick all spoke against the plan.
State Senator Tom Duane attended in person to voice his con-
cern that Cooper Union is not addressing the needs of the
n e i g h b o r h o o d .

For many longtime residents of the neighborhood, the
biggest fear is that the East Village will lose its distinctive
ambience.

"This is a community. Everyone knows each other," said
Myron Sturmach, a lifelong neighborhood resident and owner
of Surma, a store on 7th Street specializing in Ukrainian
crafts and books. Sturmach's parents came to the East Vi l l a g e
from the Ukraine in 1910 and opened Surma in 1918.

"We were informed of this [zoning change] when it was
already in motion," said Sturmach.

Real estate is the only asset Cooper Union has with which
to raise the revenue needed to succeed in the 21st Century,
according to Claire McCarthy, Cooper Union's Director of
Communications. "Change is difficult. But we have specific
needs, both financial and educational," McCarthy said.

Gia Mainiero, an 18-year-old Cooper Union architecture
student, said she understands why people are upset about the
commercial space, but thinks the new buildings are needed.
"We could use better facilities," she said.

Cooper Union's McCarthy stressed that the school does
not want to close Astor Place, as many fear. McCarthy said
that the future of Astor Place will be decided by the city, and
that Cooper Union feels the changes will improve the area.
According to McCarthy, studies are being done on the
impact of the proposed changes on light, air, traffic and
pedestrian safety.

The changes will not begin for at least one year. Cooper
Union must wait for the environmental impact statement to
determine the changes to the streets and Astor Place.
However, the plans for building on the Astor Place parking
lot were not included in the proposal and are expected to go
forward.

JENFERMINO@HOTMAIL.COM

BY JENNIFER FERMINO

Punks, artists, hippies, immigrants and poets
have inhabited the East Village for years. Together,
they have helped the area establish its reputation as
the capital of non-conformity in an already idiosyn-
cratic city.

In the early 20th century, artists and writers fled to
the working-class East Village from the rising re n t s
and gentrification affecting the city’s former bohemian
capital, Greenwich Village. Originally part of the
Lower East Side, by the mid-1900s the East Vi l l a g e
had carved a cultural identity and firm geographic
boundaries: from 14th Street to Houston, and fro m
T h i rd Av e n u e / B o w e ry east to Avenue D.

During the 60s, the East Village was the center
of New York’s thriving counterculture. It was from
the East Village that Allan Katzman, together with
Jerry Rubin and Abbie Hoffman (another former
East Village resident) led the Yippy movement. In
1965, Katzman launched the weekly underground
newspaper, the East Village Other. The newspaper
ran until 1972 and featured stories about drug cul-
ture and radical politics, as well as interviews with
counterculture icons like Beat poet Allen Ginsberg
and artist Andy Warhol.

Ginsberg kept an apartment on 7th Street and
was known to host poetry readings there with Jack
Kerouac and William S. Burroughs. During the
1950s, the Beats would often have public readings
at St. Marks-in-the-Bowery Church, located on
Third Avenue.

The East Village has also historically been a
place of great ethnic and racial diversity. Among
the groups who have at one time or another called
the neighborhood home are large populations of
Asians, Latinos and Eastern Europeans, as well as
Ukrainians, who began arriving en masse nearly a
century ago,  and have made an especially signifi-
cant mark on the area as it exists today.  At one
point during the 1970s, approximately 20,000
Ukrainian people lived in the East Village. Their
continued presence is felt on Taras Schevchenko
Place, a small street near Third Avenue named after
a Ukrainian poet, and in St. George’s church, a 96-
year-old Ukrainian parish that is still packed on
Sundays.

During the 1970s and 80s, poverty and a bustling
d rug trade earned the neighborhood a reputation as
one of the city’s most dangerous. Tompkins Square
Park, re g a rded by many as the heart of the neigh-
b o rhood, was called “Tent City” because of the larg e
number of tent-dwelling squatters living in it. In
August 1988, hundreds of riot police rampaged
t h rough the area, attacking a protest along with
bystanders and residents. In 1990, Tompkins Square
Park was closed by the city to allegedly clean out the
d rug dealers and evict the many homeless living
t h e re. More riots and marches followed, but the park
stayed closed for two years.

Recently, concerned East Village residents have
formed a new group, “Stop Cooper Union,” to fight
Cooper Union’s expansion in the area.

To d a y, the East Village is no longer the Mecca of
East Coast counterc u l t u re. Now, like the rest of New
York City, the East Village is polka-dotted with chain
shops – Urban Outfitters, Starbucks, K-Mart. But the
Old World bakeries, independent bookstores and
used re c o rd shops are hanging in there. And if many
of the radicals and artists have been priced out, there
a re others who remain to carry on the tradition.

N E W Y O R K
East Village: History of a
Eclectic Melting Pot

BATTLE OF ASTOR PLACE
EAST VILLAGE NEIGHBORS SQUARE OFF AGAINST COOPER UNION 



BY KRISTEN SCHURR

A smiling Aresh Javadi pedals up to the CHARAS/El Bohio
Cultural & Community Center on his well-used bicycle.
Javadi, a member of the More Gardens! Coalition, cites CHA-
RAS as a key element in the coalition’s success in preventing
further destruction of the city’s community gardens.

“The strongest people come here,” he said. “Those who
work to recreate society into a sharing collective. This is what
community is.” 

The More Gardens! Coalition is one of dozens of commu-
nity groups that meet at the former junior high school located
on East 9th Street just off Tompkins Square Park. “The gentri-

fication of the world, the city,
the Lower East Side, has led to
devastation,” said Javadi, “and
many of us who meet at CHA-
RAS in different groups come
together and strategize. We
coalition-build here.” 

However, CHARAS itself is likely to soon be gentrified.
Real estate developer Gregg Singer paid the city $3.15 million
for the property at auction. After several eviction threats and
multiple trips to Civil Court, Singer is poised to serve an evic-
tion notice December 13. CHARAS’s current occupants would
then only have one to three weeks to vacate. 

With rents spiraling upward in New York City, nonprofit
community meeting spaces like CHARAS are becoming more
necessary and more rare. CHARAS was a shooting gallery in
the middle of a blighted community when neighborhood
activists moved in and began renovating it in 1979. The Lower
East Side has since flourished. Fighting to save their beloved
community center, activists have marched, picketed, passed
out leaflets and even released 10,000 crickets in an unsuccess-
ful attempt to disrupt the 1998 auction.

“CHARAS is a pass-the-hat kind of place,” Javadi said. “If
we met inside somewhere else, we’d be spending our money
renting space to meet instead of spending it saving gardens.” 

Kate Crane is a member of the Roots Media Collective,
which also uses CHARAS regularly for meetings. She notes,
“What’s happening to New York is emblematic of what’s hap-
pening on a global scale. We see places like CHARAS going
under and community gardens being bulldozed, and indiffer-
ence at best and hostility at worst towards anything that resists
the trend toward the…homogeneous corporate globe.” 

Outgoing mayor Rudolph Giuliani has long been hostile to
Lower East Side activists. Some of CHARAS’s defenders are
hopeful that Mayor-elect Michael Bloomberg will be more
charitable to their cause. Others are doubtful. 

“I think New York now has a CEO, not a mayor,” Crane
sais. “Even more than Giuliani, his primary interest will be
appeasing and catering to corporations.”

Kristen Schurr is involved in efforts to save CHARAS/El Bohio.

BY ANNE VENESKY

The newest front in the “war against terrorism” appears to
have been opened in the traditionally sheltered halls of acade-
mia. On November 28, students, immigrant rights organiza-
tions, socialists and labor unionists held a demonstration at
Hunter College to protest what they regard as a purge of immi-
grant students at  the City University of New Yo r k (CUNY).  

In early November,  the  CUNY administration ruled that stu-
dents must prove they are not illegal immigrants, lest they be
required to pay the out-of-state and international tuition rate of
nearly $7,000 per year. The current yearly in-state tuition at a
C U N Y f o u r-year college is $3,200. 

Most CUNY students are unable to afford such hikes. In
order to pay the $3,200 tuition, many immigrant students work
long hours in sweatshops, like their parents, and thus stand to
be driven out of school, or worse, face a revocation of their
student visas. There are also those who are considered illegal
in the countries of their birth for reasons of religious persecu-
tion or other injustices. If their visas are rescinded, these stu-
dents may in fact have no place to go, and thus become
r e f u g e e s .

Although school officials have claimed to be merely enforc-
ing a five-year-old immigration law, the previous policy of
allowing illegal immigrants to pay in-state rates had been
allowed by Mayors Koch, Dinkins and Giuliani as part of the
city’s traditional role as a safe haven for immigrants.

CUNY’s affront to immigrant students has been reported to

be a part of a larger government drive to restrict access to the
nation’s universities following the attacks of September 11.
State Senator Frank Padavan (R-Bellerose) from Queens has
been reported in the New York Times as stating that allowing
illegal immigrants to study at CUNY is a national security
issue and an insult to every citizen.

Immigrant students at CUNY have also reported that they
have been sought out by FBI and CIA agents and questioned
on subjects ranging from their plans after graduation to their
favorite movies. One adjunct professor, who preferred to go
unnamed for fear of negative pressure from her colleagues,
said that people who have attempted to register for classes next
semester and who are not yet enrolled as students have been
asked if they were U.S. citizens before receiving any registra-
tion forms. Those who said they were not citizens were turned
away in most cases.

Hence, the number of students who stand to be affected by
this move is most likely greater than the estimate of 2,788
offered by New York Times reports.

“To charge [the students] out-of-state tuition and allow
them to attend ignores their poverty,” said University of
Houston law professor Michael A. Olivas to the New York
Times. Olivas put the number of illegal immigrants enrolled in
U.S. public colleges and universities at 25,000. He criticized
CUNY for being unnecessarily restrictive in its new policy,
pointing out that many of the students’ parents have been
working and paying taxes in the city for many years in order to
support their children’s education.

CHARAS’S LAST STAND
COMMUNITY CENTER FACES EVICTION

CITY UNIVERSITY JOINS
WAR AGAINST IMMIGRANTS 

S c i e n t i s t : E PA ignore d
asbestos re g u l a t i o n s

A 22-year veteran of the Environmental
Protection Agency charged her agency has
waived asbestos clean-up regulations in the
vicinity of the former World Trade Center.

Cate Jenkins, a scientist who works in the
E PA’s Hazardous Waste Identification
Division, distributed a memo within the
agency that noted more than 30 downtown
locations – some as far as seven blocks from
ground zero – have recorded unsafe asbestos
levels (above 1 percent).

According to Jenkins, the federal Clean
Air Act requires professionals to abate con-
taminated sites.

EPA officials told the Daily News, which
broke the story, that the regulations apply
only to landlords demolishing or renovating
buildings not residents cleaning their own
apartments.

“We’ve had a breakdown where the fed-
eral EPA and the city are scrambling to get
everything back to normal, and they’re ignor-
ing the law,” Jenkins said.

Upper West Side
pledges not to pledge

The Community School Board District 3 on
the Upper West Side voted unanimously to
defy an edict from the central Board of
Education requiring schools to conduct a
daily recital of the Pledge of Allegiance.

Board member Larry Sauer defended the
action. “Requiring students to blindly repeat
the pledge is no different than the Taliban
requiring children to memorize the Koran
and repeat it by rote, without understanding
why or what they are saying,” the New York
Post reported.

Stock Exchange leaves
NYC holding the bag

New York Stock Exchange Chairm a n
Richard Grasso announced November 8 that
the privately owned enterprise is no longer
interested in moving across the street from its
current home to a new state-of-the-art trading
facility that was to include a 51-story office
building, according to the New Yo r k
Observer.

The city has already committed hundreds
of millions of dollars to purchase land for the
site at 33 Wall St. The $1.1 billion relocation
of the NYSE is the largest development proj-
ect of the Giuliani Administration. Though it
never obtained a tenant’s signature, the city
has already committed hundreds of millions
of dollars to purchasing land for the site. It
has also hired a development consultant, the
Clarett Group, which has never built an office
building. 

The NYSE is mulling over other possibili-
ties, including moving to the former World
Trade Center site. Should the Exchange fol-
low through on its original plans, the city
would spend $480 million to build the com-
plex and give the Exchange an additional
$160 million in tax breaks.

RALLY: Loisaida residents go to court for CHARAS.To keep up with
breaking CHARAS

news visit:

nyc.indymedia.org



BY JOSHUA BREITBART

M a rgie Kelly works at the Center for Reproductive Law
and Policy, just one of  over 500  abortion providers and their
supporters who have received anthrax threats since  October
15. The threats were sent in two waves: 284 letters contain-
ing a white or brown  powder  arrived at clinics just after the
still-unsolved actual biological attacks began; the second
wave came in  270 FedEx envelopes in mid-November.

Two of those FedEx envelopes were waiting for Kelly
on November 8 when she arrived at her  office just  blocks
from ground zero. “That day we were all fairly calm,”
Kelly  remembers. “They had all been hoaxes before. You
don’t believe you could  actually open a  package full of
anthrax in your office…Everyone was much more freaked
out when  they got  a preliminary positive [from a pack-
age] in Massachusetts.”

The National Abortion Federation sent out a warning to
its affiliates at around  10:00 a.m.,  catching Kelly and
many other recipients before they opened the packages.
None  of the  letters to abortion providers have been found
to contain anthrax, but the sheer  volume and  focus of the
threats have many people calling on the Justice Department
to treat  this as a  terrorist attack. It has been slow to do so.

On October 16, Attorney General John A s h c r o f t
announced, “For the victims and  emergency  personnel
who are called on to respond, every threat of terrorism is
real. The  perpetrators  of terrorist hoaxes should know
that the penalties for their crimes are real as  well. Like the
American people, the Department of Justice takes these
offenses seriously. We  will find the  perpetrators of
anthrax hoaxes. We will prosecute the offenders, and we
will  punish the  guilty for their crimes.“ He attributed all
of the hoaxes to “a few isolated  individuals.”

The Department of Justice is prosecuting pranksters,
including an  employee of  the Connecticut Department of
Environmental Protection who watched a complete  evac-
uation of his office building that he knew was unnecessary
and then lied about to  investigators, and a Texas man who
sent an envelope with white powder and a  threatening  let-
ter to another man as part of an ongoing feud. These men
face up to 5 years  in prison  and a $250,000 fine, in addi-
tion to civil liabilities.

Abortion service providers and their supporters have
been the most common target  of the  thousands of anthrax
hoaxes perpetrated nationwide since October 1. While
most  pro-choice  advocates believe agents within the FBI
are aggressively pursuing the case, they  have  concerns
about the Attorney General’s commitment.

Only on November 29 did Ashcroft identify a primary
suspect in the anthrax-hoax  attacks –  though he stopped
just short of labeling him a domestic terrorist – and this
was after  convicted felon and fugitive Clayton Waagner
reportedly confessed to the crime.

Waagner was captured on December 5 in Cincinnati,
Ohio. In February,  he escaped from a Clinton, Illinois jail,
where he was awaiting sentencing for federal weapons
violations and auto theft. In September, he had been
placed on the FBI's Ten Most Wanted List.

Waagner's alleged confession was relayed through anti-
abortion activist Neal Horsley, who manages T h e
Nuremberg Files website, an anti-abortion hit list. Horsley
claims Waagner visited him, held him at gunpoint, and
admitted to sending all 554 letters. 

Horsley also said Wa a g n e r, a member of the murderous
anti-abortion group Army of God, also declared his inten-

tion to assassinate 42 unspecified employees of abortion
clinics, including janitors and receptionists, unless they quit
and send proof of their quitting to Horsley’s website.
Horsley said that, according to Wa a g n e r, the employees will
know who they are because "The Holy Spirit will tell them."

Pro-choice activists are skeptical that anyone on the
FBI’s most-wanted list could have perpetrated all of the
hoaxes himself, especially since the letters in October
were mailed from several states at once. While they are
pleased that Waagner has been apprehended, they would
like to see the investigation broadened to include the
organization that supported him.

“We must put an end to the terrorism that threatens our
clinics daily,” said Gloria Feldt, Planned Parenthood
Federation of America President. “It is long overdue that
the Army of God be designated a terrorist organization and
this network of domestic terrorism shut down.”

Members of the Army of God are responsible for
countless threats and many attacks against abortion
providers, including the 1998 murder of Dr. Barnett
Slepian in Rochester,  NY. Many of the recent hoax letters
were signed, “Army of God.”

Though the number of recent attacks is unprecedented,
these facilities were ready to handle them. “We have had
these kinds of things happening for years, so it was not
disruptive for us,” said Claire Keys, Director of the
Allegheny Reproductive Health Center in Pennsylvania,
which was also targeted.

From 1998 to 2000, abortion clinics received 77 letters
claiming to contain anthrax. There have also been 7 murders,
14 bombings, 83 cases of arson, 100 attacks with butyric acid,
and hundreds of death threats and bomb threats in the last 10
years, according to the National Abortion Federation. 

Media coverage of the current hoaxes, as with this
overall pattern of domestic terrorism,  has been sparse.
“Unless there’s a death, what happens to abortion
providers is pretty much non-news,” says Keys.

Public statements like the recent one from Ashcroft can
also raise awareness of the issue,  before someone else gets
killed. “The response has been very very slow in coming,”
says Margie Kelly. “The FBI came out weeks ago and said this
is domestic terrorism.  It’s just inaction from the highest levels
of the Justice Department and the Bush A d m i n i s t r a t i o n ,
which is where everyone looks for a message. This is exactly
what people feared when John Ashcroft was appointed.” 

BREITBART@INDYMEDIA.ORG

N AT I O N A L
‘ARMY OF GOD’ AIMS ANTHRAX
WRATH AT ABORTION CLINICS 

D E A bars food with
trace amounts of hemp

On Febru a ry 6, the U.S. will bar the import or
sales of various types of beers, cheeses, coff e e s ,
c o rn chips, energy drinks, flours, ice creams, snack
bars, salad oils, sodas and veggie burgers that
contain small amounts of hemp if trace amounts of
THC, the active ingredient in marijuana, are found,
a c c o rding to the National Law Journ a l.

The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration
said the ban is simply an enforcement of an exist-
ing rule.

“Many Americans do not know that hemp and
marijuana are both parts of the same plant and that
hemp cannot be produced without producing mari-
juana,” said DEA Administrator Asa Hutchinson.

Food manufacturers are filing motions to delay
or overturn the DEA decision. They charge that
their products are no more harmful than poppy
seed bagels, which contain trace amounts of opi-
ates, or fruit juices that may contain tiny amounts
of alcohol.

Virginia bars domestic
partner benefits for
Pentagon 9 / 11 victims

The state of Virginia has not followed New
York’s lead in granting benefits to domestic part-
ners of loved ones who died on September 11.
The website 365Gay.com has re p o rted that
Virginia’s Criminal Injuries Compensation Fund
rejected Peggy Neif’s request for financial assis-
tance after her partner of 18 years, Sheila Hein,
died at the Pentagon. “Our law is pretty clear on
who is eligible, and it does not include domestic
partners,” Reed Boatright, a spokesperson for
Virginia Governor Jim Gilmore said.

“Is [Gilmore] going to take care of all the vic-
tims who died in Virginia, or just some of them?”
asked David Smith, a spokesperson for the gay
rights group Human Rights Campaign.

The United Way and the Salvation Army also
rejected Neif’s requests for assistance.

Whether the federal Victim Compensation
Fund will provide support for surviving domestic
p a rtners such as Neif will be known on December
22 when it releases its final draft of eligibility ru l e s .

U.S. OK’d 1975 East
Timor invasion

Recently declassified documents reveal that the
United States directly approved Indonesia’s 1975
invasion of East Timor which resulted in 200,000
deaths over nearly a quarter century of occupation.

“We want your understanding if we deem it
n e c e s s a ry to take rapid or drastic action,”
Indonesian President Suharto told Pre s i d e n t
Gerald Ford and Secre t a ry of State Henry
Kissinger in December 1975, according to a
secret State Department cable.

F o rd responded, “We will understand and will
not press you on the issue. We understand the
p roblem you have and the intentions you have.” 

H O LY
WA R R I O R:
C l a y t o n
Waagner of
the Army of
God was
a rre s t e d
December 5.



BY JOHN TARLETON

The World Economic Forum (WEF) is coming to the
Big Apple in January “to show solidarity with the people
of New York and the American people,” says founder
Klaus Schwab. But a growing number of anti-corporate-
globalization groups counter that the annual gathering of
the global elite is looking to leave its protest-ridden
home of Davos, Switzerland for a more hospitable site,
and they want no part of it.

One group of anarchists is calling for “joyful, creative
resistance,” and calls the WEF’s arrival a “provocation.”

“The richest and most powerful men on earth have
decided to come and party on the wreckage,” says the
Anti-Capitalist Convergence (ACC). The anarchists
charge that the wealthy summiteers are seeking to cele-
brate “the billions of dollars of taxpayer money that
they’ve just been handed by their respective govern-
ments and explore new opportunities to [profit] from per-
manent global warfare.”

The ad-hoc Knickerbocker Fair Trade Campaign is
organizing consumer activists, labor unions, faith-based
networks, left-leaning think tanks, and environmental

and human rights groups to participate in a week of
teach-ins, rallies, “hootenannies”, press events and town
hall meetings. 

“So far, the reaction has been resoundingly positive,”
said Mike Dolan of Public Citizen, who played a key role
in bringing together labor and environmental groups in
Seattle two years ago.

Dolan said that the various groups will seek to tie the
WEF and the Bush A d m i n i s t r a t i o n ’s “explicitly
Republican agenda” together.

“To the extent we are able to make it a seamless cri-
tique of the Bush Administration and the clubbishness of
the Davos by the Hudson, we succeed,” Dolan said.

Founded in 1970, the WEF brings together corporate
executives, political leaders, prominent journalists, aca-
demics and scientists in invitation-only meetings to devel-
op an elite consensus on important global issues. It is
l a rgely funded by 1,000 transnational corporations that
pay as much as $300,000 a year for membership. As the
F o r u m ’s website notes, there is “a unique club atmosphere
which is very conducive to … addressing key issues of
global relevance or initiating new business contacts.”

Based in the Alpine ski village of Davos, the WEF is

fleeing its home base after encountering heavy protests
the past two years. 

Benjamin Barber, author of the 1995 classic “Jihad vs.
McWorld”, told the Indypendent that “Their mood is one
of abject terror.” Barber, who lunched with Forum organ-
izers on November 28, explained, “They feel their sys-
tem is coming apart at the seams. I told them, ‘you can’t
turn this over to your public relations or corporate com-
munications division.’”

On November 7, New York Mayor Giuliani announced
the city would host the January 31-February 4 meeting,
which is expected to attract 3,200 delegates and visitors.

“This is a vote of confidence in our city,” Giuliani
said. “It sent a message that New York is back in busi-
ness, and that it is the place to be for world leaders and
decision makers.”

Dolan said moving the Forum was an “incredibly
shrewd” public relations maneuver to build public sup-
port for corporate-led globalization.

“They might be on a public relations offensive to
show how outreachy they are and how able they are to be
open and transparent,” Dolan said.

JTARLETON129@HOTMAIL.COM

D AVOS BY THE HUDSON
GLOBAL ELITES TO DESCEND ON NEW YORK,
PROTESTERS PLAN COUNTER-SUMMIT

COMBINED IMC SOURCES

After graduating from West Point 13
years ago, Laura Slattery served at Fort
Benning earning her jump wings, air assault
badge and Expert Field Medical badge.

In mid-November she returned to the
Georgia base to partake in a funeral pro-
cession, not for a former classmate but for
the thousands of victims who have been
killed or terrorized at the hands of dictators
trained at the former School of Americas.

In protest, at the end of the funeral
march, Slattery left behind her only
remaining Army jacket complete with
badges and insignia.

On November 17-18, Slattery joined up
to 10,000 protesters who converged in
Columbus, Georgia at the newly-named
Western Hemisphere Institute for Security
Cooperation. (In January, the U.S. govern-
ment retired the name “School of the
Americas” – to protesters, however, it
remains SOA or “School of the Assassins.”) 

The U.S. has trained over 60,000 Latin
American troops since the 1940s in psycho-
logical and paramilitary warfare. 

It is a U.S.-funded “training school for
terrorists” according to Father Roy
B o u rgeois who formed the School of
Americas Watch. 

For the past 11 years, labor, religious
and human rights group have gathered in
November to hold a peaceful mock funer-
al procession to the gates of Fort Benning;
many demonstrators also commit non-vio-
lent civil disobedience. In 2000, police
arrested 3,400 protesters who symbolical-
ly walked onto the base.

In the weeks leading up to this year’s
protests, organizers feared the demonstra-
tion might not even occur. Columbus city
officials attempted to bar four leaders of
the anti-SOA movement from organizing
or announcing any demonstration near
Fort Benning, which has been on high alert
security status since September 11. But the
courts rejected the request.

“Judge Fairchild decided that with our
scrupulously nonviolent tradition we’ve
created a legitimate public space no gov-
ernment has the right to take away,” said
Jeff Winder of SOA Watch. “We’ll gather
here every year until the School of the
Assassins is closed and we live in a world
of liberty and justice for all.”

While city officials wanted protesters to
“take a year off” after 9/11, many SOA
opponents charged the protest was needed
more than ever to shed light on the
hypocrisy of the nation’s war on terrorism.

Among the demonstrators were victims

who had suffered terror at the hands of
SOA graduates. 

“I would never want the people of the
United States to go to bed at night in fear
[not knowing] whether you would still be
alive the next day,” said Adriana Bartow of
Guatemala who said seven of her relatives
were killed by SOA graduates. “But after
September 11,  you know what it’s like. I’d
like to tell Bush and the American Congress
and the SOA that what makes a country the
greatest nation on earth is not dollars or
weapons but its respect for the people of the
world to live in dignity, with a roof over our
heads, food for our children, access to med-
ical care, and not living in fear. ”

Bartow’s advice to the U.S. to end the
fear: close the school. 

Slattery told Indymedia that she joined
the protest after visiting Colombia through
the Witness For Peace program.

“We are training them in low-intensity
conflict, and low-intensity conflict is a war
against civilians,” said Slattery who decid-
ed mere participation in the funeral
process would not be enough.

“I thought that, maybe, putting my uni-
form up there might do that,” she said.

Marchers also left crosses, caskets and
other symbols in memories of the numer-
ous victims of another war on terror.

THOUSANDS MARCHED in November at a mock funeral procession to
protest the “School of Assassins” at Fort Benning in Georgia.

GLOBALIZATION

EMPIRE

10,000 PROTEST “TRAINING SCHOOL 
FOR TERRORISTS” IN GEORGIA

SOA ACTION



BY HARVEY WASSERMAN

No sane nation hands to a wartime enemy atom-
ic weapons set to go off within its own homeland,
and then lights the fuse. 

Yet as the bombs and missiles drop on
Afghanistan, the certainty of terror retaliation
inside America has turned our 103 nuclear power
plants into weapons of apocalyptic destruction, just
waiting to be used against us. 

One or both planes that
crashed into the World Trade
Center on September 11 ,
could have easily obliterated

the two atomic reactors now operating at Indian
Point, about 40 miles up the Hudson. 

The catastrophic devastation would have been
unfathomable. But those and a hundred other
American reactors are still running. Security has
been heightened. But all are vulnerable to another
sophisticated terror attack aimed at perpetrating the
unthinkable.

INDIAN POINT 
Indian Point Unit One was shut long ago by

public outcry. But Units Two and Three have oper-
ated since the 1970s. Back then there was talk of
requiring reactor containment domes to be strong
enough to withstand a jetliner crash. But the
biggest jets were far smaller than the ones that fly
today. Nor did those early calculations account for
the jet fuel whose hellish fire melted the critical
steel supports that ultimately brought down the
Trade Center.

Had one or both of those jets hit one or both the
operating reactors at Indian Point, the ensuing
cloud of radiation would have dwarfed the ones at
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Three Mile Island, and
Chernobyl. 

The intense radioactive heat within today’s
operating reactors is the hottest anywhere on the
planet. So are the hellish levels of radioactivity.

Because Indian Point has operated so long, its
accumulated radioactive burden far exceeds that of
Chernobyl, which ran only four years before it
exploded. 

Some believe the WTC jets could have col-
lapsed or breached either of the Indian Point con-
tainment domes. But at very least the massive
impact and intense jet fuel fire would destroy the
human ability to control the plants’functions. Vital
cooling systems, backup power generators and
communications networks would crumble. 

Indeed, Indian Point Unit One was shut because
activists warned that its lack of an emergency core
cooling system made it an unacceptable risk. The
government ultimately agreed. 

But today terrorist attacks could destroy those
same critical cooling and control systems that are

vital to not only the Unit Two and Three reactor
cores, but to the spent fuel pools that sit on site. 

The assault would not require a large jet. The
safety systems are extremely complex and virtually
indefensible. One or more could be wiped out with
a wide range of easily deployed small aircraft,
ground-based weapons, truck bombs or even chem-
ical/biological assaults aimed at the operating
workforce. Dozens of U.S. reactors have repeated-
ly failed even modest security tests over the years.
Even heightened wartime standards cannot guaran-
tee protection of the vast, supremely sensitive con-
trols required for reactor safety.

AN APOCALYPTIC SCENARIO 
Without continuous monitoring and guaranteed

water flow, the thousands of tons of radioactive
rods in the cores and the thousands more stored in
those fragile pools would rapidly melt into super-
hot radioactive balls of lava that would burn into
the ground and the water table and, ultimately, the
Hudson. 

Indeed, a jet crash like the one on 9/11 or other
forms of terrorist assault at Indian Point could yield
three infernal fireballs of molten radioactive lava
burning through the earth and into the aquifer and
the river. Striking water they would blast gigantic
billows of horribly radioactive steam into the
atmosphere. Prevailing winds from the north and
west might initially drive these clouds of mass
death down river into New York City and east into
Westchester and Long Island. 

But at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl, winds
ultimately shifted around the compass to irradiate
all surrounding areas with the devastating poisons
released by the on-going fiery torrent. At Indian
Point, thousands of square miles
would have been saturated with
the most lethal clouds ever creat-
ed or imagined, depositing
relentless genetic poisons that
would kill forever.

In nearby communities like
Buchanan, Nyack, Monsey and
scores more, infants and small
children would quickly die en
masse. Virtually all pregnant
women would spontaneously
abort, or ultimately give birth to
horribly deformed off s p r i n g .
Ghastly sores, rashes, ulcerations
and burns would afflict the skin
of millions. Emphysema, heart attacks, stroke, mul-
tiple organ failure, hair loss, nausea, inability to eat
or drink or swallow, diarrhea and incontinence,
sterility and impotence, asthma, blindness and
more would kill thousands on the spot, and doom
hundreds of thousands if not millions. A terrible
metallic taste would afflict virtually everyone
downwind in New York, New Jersey and New
England, a ghoulish curse similar to that endured
by the air crews who dropped the atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, by those living down-
wind from nuclear bomb tests in the south seas and
Nevada, and by victims caught in the down drafts
from Three Mile Island and Chernobyl. 

Then comes the abominable wave of cancers,
leukemias, lymphomas, tumors and hellish diseases
for which new names will have to be invented, and
new dimensions of agony will beg description. 

Indeed, those who survived the initial wave of

radiation would envy those who did not. 
Evacuation would be impossible, but thousands

would die trying. Bridges and highways would
become killing fields for those attempting to escape
to destinations that would soon enough become
equally deadly as the winds shifted. 

Attempts to quench the fires would be futile. A t
Chernobyl, pilots flying helicopters that dropped
boron on the fiery core died in droves. At Indian
Point, such missions would be a sure ticket to death.
Their utility would be doubtful as the molten cores
rage uncontrolled for days, weeks and years, spew-
ing ever more devastation into the ecosphere. More
than 800,000 Soviet draftees were forced through
C h e r n o b y l ’s seething remains in a futile attempt to
clean it up. They are dying in droves. Who would
now volunteer for such an American task force?

A DESOLATE POST-MELTDOWN
LANDSCAPE

The radioactive cloud from Chernobyl blanket-
ed the vast Ukraine and Belarus landscape, then
carried over Europe and into the jet stream, surging
through the west coast of the United States within
ten days, carrying across our northern tier, circling
the globe, then coming back again. 

The radioactive clouds from Indian Point would
enshroud New York, New Jersey, New England,
and carry deep into the Atlantic and up into Canada
and across to Europe and around the globe again
and again. 

The immediate damage would render thousands
of the world’s most populous and expensive square
miles permanently uninhabitable. All five boroughs
of New York City would be an apocalyptic waste-
land. The World Trade Center would be rendered as

unusable and even more lethal by
a jet crash at Indian Point than it
was by the direct hits of 9/11. All
real estate and economic value
would be poisonously radioactive
throughout the entire region.
Irreplaceable trillions in human
capital would be forever lost. 

As at Three Mile Island, where
thousands of farm and wild animals
died in heaps, and as at Chernobyl,
where soil, water and plant life
have been hopelessly irradiated,
natural ecosystems on which
human and all other life depend
would be permanently and irrevo-

cably destroyed. Spiritually, psychologically, finan-
c i a l l y, ecologically, our nation would never recover. 

This is what we missed by a mere forty miles near
New York City on September 11. Now that we are at
w a r, this is what could be happening as you read this. 

There are 103 of these potential “Bombs of the
Apocalypse” now operating in the United States. 

Why is our nation handing its proclaimed ene-
mies the weapons of our own mass destruction, and
then shielding from liability the companies that
insist on continuing to operate them? 

Do we take this war seriously? Are we committed
to the survival of our nation? If so, the ticking reac-
tor bombs that could obliterate the very core of our
life and of all future generations must be shut down. 

H a rvey Wasserman is the author of “The Last
E n e rgy War: The Battle Over Utility Dere g u l a t i o n . ”
He can be reached at pmpro j @ p ro g re s s i v e . o rg. 

HOMELAND

AMERICA’S NUCLEAR
THREAT TO ITSELF

Had those jets hit the 
reactors at Indian Point,
the ensuing cloud of
r a d i a t i o n would have
d w a rfed the ones at
H i roshima and Nagasaki,
T h ree Mile Island and
Chernobyl. 
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BY CHRIS ANDERSON AND A.K. GUPTA

When President George Bush signed the Aviation and
Transportation Security Act into law on November 19, he
may have thought he was ending the contentious debate
about the bill, mainly over the issue of federalizing the
n a t i o n ’s 28,000 airport security screeners. But critics from
various corners are still attacking the act as flawed. Civil
libertarians contend that some security measures are “intru-
sive,” airport industry analysts question if the screeners
will be able to cope with a dramatically increased workload
while minimizing passenger delays, and consumer advo-
cates say that the Department of Transportation is inca-
pable of overseeing aviation security. 

The September 11 attacks exposed gaping holes in the
nation’s aviation security system. Many began to doubt
the wisdom of making airline safety the responsibility of
profit-driven businesses. The day after the attacks,
Aviation Security International editor Phillip Baum
argued in the Guardian that “security measures can pre-
vent a war. That is not a responsibility to be delegated to
contract security companies that are primarily economi-
cally motivated.” 

Using similarly straightforward language, New York
Times columnist Paul Krugman wrote that Americans
have quite literally “nickel-and-dimed themselves to
death,” on the issue of airline security. “In retrospect, our
national neglect of airport security boggles the mind,” he
said. “The fault lies in ourselves,” Krugman concludes,
“for depending on private companies to do a job that
properly belongs in the public domain.”

Some observers hoped that the obvious danger posed
by would-be airplane hijackers and the initial post-
September 11 bipartisan consensus would lead to the
rapid passage of a comprehensive security package.
However, these hopes were soon dashed. 

IDEOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES 
During the weeks-long wrangling over the bill,

Republicans in Congress and the White House raised ide-
ological objections to the creation of a new federal work-
force, promoting a competing bill that called for “feder-
al oversight” of private security firms. House Majority
Whip Tom Delay (R-TX) argued that making airport
security officers Federal employees did little more than
increase the power of “big government.” House Majority
Leader Dick Armey (R-TX) made a similar argument,
calling upon members to “reject this intrusion of federal
government mandates,” and to “put [their] confidence in
the president.” 

A series of glaring security breakdowns, however, put
Republicans on the defensive. Airports in Boston and
Atlanta closed for hours after passengers bypassed
checkpoints. And a man slipped several knives, a stun

gun and mace past guards in Chicago’s O’Hare airport.
Democrats in Congress seized upon the issue, noting

that 77 percent of respondents to a Time/CNN poll sup-
ported federalization of airport security. Many
Republicans also broke with the White House on the
issue. Sen. John McCain (R-Arizona) said that the gov-
ernment doesn’t contract out immigration or customs
duties, nor should it do so for airports. “I’m a strong con-
servative,” McCain said. “But, law enforcement is a
function of government.” 

Before long, the White House buckled under to the
flying public’s outcry for greater protection.

BIGGER THAN DEA, FBI, BORDER PATROL
The act creates the Transportation Security

Administration (TSA) headed up by a new undersecretary
within the Department of Transportation (DOT) responsi-
ble for security of all modes of transportation. It gives the
federal government one year to hire, train and deploy the
majority of the nation’s 28,000 airport security off i c e r s .
The cost of the security upgrades, estimated to run into
the billions, will be borne in part by air travelers. A t i c k e t
s u r c h a rge of up to $5 will be assessed on each passenger,
with the feds making up the difference. 

The T S A will also employ thousands of air marshals and
support personnel, making it larger than the FBI, Border
Patrol and Drug Enforcement Administration combined,
according to the Los Angeles Ti m e s . Nearly all airports will
be required to use federal screeners for the next two years,
while five airports of varying sizes will be allowed to exper-
iment with a private-public security hybrid. 

The act requires that 100 percent of checked baggage
be screened within 60 days of the act’s passage, using x-
ray machines, hand searches, bomb-sniffing dogs and
other methods, and that all baggage be analyzed by
explosive-sensing scanners by December 2002. The new
law also increases the deployment of Federal A i r
Marshals and mandates stronger cockpit doors. And it
allows the workers to form a union, but denies them the
right to strike.

Yet a little less than a week after the bill’s passage,
Transportation Secretary Norman Mineta told an aviation
security conference that the department would miss the
60-day deadline because “There aren’t enough people –
there aren’t enough bomb-sniffing dogs –  to be able to do
the job.” He instead offered matching all baggage to pas-
sengers as a stopgap solution. But critics immediately
countered that this would not stop anyone from blowing
up a plane if they were willing to die with everyone else.

Mineta also noted that the two companies currently
producing the $1 million explosive scanners would be
unable to produce the 2,000 machines that will be
installed at 453 domestic airports over the next year. The
two companies plan to increase production, but will pro-

duce just half the machines needed in the next year by
their own estimates. Currently, there are less than 200
machines being used at just 50 airports. One post-
September 11 news investigation found barely one-quar-
ter of machines surveyed were in continuous use.

Ten percent of baggage is currently checked. With no
increase in the number of screeners, airport security
experts are skeptical if the workers will be able to cope
with a dramatically increased workload while fulfilling
the Transportation Secretary’s goal of reducing waits at
security checks to ten minutes.

MORE UNCERTAINTIES 
Some consumer advocates question the DOT’s ability

to handle aviation security. In a letter addressed to
Congress, Joan Claybrook of Public Citizen and Paul
Hudson of the Aviation Consumer Action Project argued
that the “DOT is neither a national security nor primari-
ly a law enforcement agency. Its record of performance
in aviation security is abysmal. Whenever aviation secu-
rity bumps into [industry lobbying and passenger] con-
venience at DOT, security has lost.” The advocates also
noted, “By including bus, train, truck and shipping secu-
rity in this new administration it would dilute resources
and divert attention from aviation security.”

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has also
announced its opposition to aspects of the new security
plan, including the expected installation of “face-recogni-
tion” software at Logan Airport in Boston and another in
Rhode Island. ACLU attorney Jayashri Srikantiah stated
that while his organization “fully recognizes the need for
improving airport security in the wake of the September
11 attacks...we also believe that the use of intrusive new
surveillance technologies must be subjected to a process
of thoughtful and deliberate scrutiny. The effectiveness of
facial recognition technology is open to serious question
and we believe that it will not enhance the security of the
a i r-traveling public in any meaningful way.” 

Other provisions of the act being criticized include the
requirement that federal screeners be U.S. citizens. The
Service Employees International Union, which had been
trying to organize the poorly paid security workers, is
critical of the citizenship provision. The union also
argued that giving security workers say in their working
conditions through full unionization is the quickest way
to achieve a professional workforce. But that debate,
along with the SEIU’s organizing efforts, has been effec-
tively ended with new legislation.

The battle over federalization may yet be revisited in
two years. If at that time the Transportation Secretary
decides that government-approved private firms provide
aviation security equal to that the department provides,
then all airports will be allowed the private-sector option. 

A I R P O RT S E C U R I T Y P L A N
TA K E S OFF AMID QUESTIONS
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AIDS: 1981-2001

BY JOHN TARLETON

The names of tens of thousands of deceased AIDS
victims were called out at a World AIDS Day vigil in
Harlem. Over 21 million more went unmentioned during
the day-long service. 

“The database gets bigger each year,” said Terri-
Smith Caronia, director of policy for Housing Works,
which has sponsored the event for the past eight years.
Housing Works is the nation’s largest AIDS service
organization run by people of color.

The December 1 vigil marked the end of the second
decade of the AIDS epidemic. Of the 22 million AIDS
fatalities since 1981, 3 million have occurred in the past
year alone, according to the World Health Organization
(WHO). Worldwide 36 million people are currently HIV
infected and that number is expected to increase to over
200 million by 2010. 

Flipping through thick black ring-binders, readers at
the vigil simultaneously called out names from five podi-
ums set up in front of the Adam Clayton Powell
Building. Hundreds of people came throughout the day.
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton attended the event and read
some of the victim’s names. Other dignitaries including
Rep. Jerrold Nadler, City Councilmen Phil Reed and City
Councilman-elect John Liu made appearances as well. A
warm, Sunday afternoon turned chilly at dusk, and as

midnight approached a bitter wind pierced the dozen or
so people who remained huddled in the empty plaza.
Still, the cacophony of names continued unabated. 

“I enjoy watching people watching this for the first
time,” Smith-Caronia said. “The simplicity and the chaos
is chilling.” 

Readers would go for three to five minutes at a time.
Mark Hayes, an Albany-based lobbyist, said that though
AIDS continues to silently multiply, government funding
has shifted to fight bioterrorism since September 11. 

“It’s bad,” Hayes said. “The impact has been felt.” 
Hayes did a half-dozen shifts over the course of the

day. At one point, he came across the name of a friend,
Wayne Buckles, whom he didn’t know had passed away.

75,000 New Yorkers have died of the virus to date.
The City remains the nation’s AIDS epicenter with
44,000 out of the U.S.’s 317,000 reported cases.
Communities of color have been hit the hardest; 89% of
females and 75% of males living with AIDS in New York
are people of color.

Josephine (Joey) Perez came to the vigil to “celebrate
the lives and deaths of my transgendered sisters.” Perez,
22, is HIV positive. She has kicked drug and alcohol
addictions in the past year but remains homeless. 

“It’s hard being without a job, being without a place
to stay,” Perez said. “I have to work the streets.” 

Perez, who volunteers as a health advocate for

Metropolitan Gender Network, said transgendered peo-
ple are routinely harassed by police and often turned
away by health care providers. 

“We exist,” Perez said. “We are human beings like
anyone else on Earth. We should not be left out.” 

Tim Lunceford of the American Run for the End of
AIDS (AREA) came to the vigil after participating in a
candlelight march from the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgender Community Center (at 13th Street and 7th
Avenue) to Washington Square Park. Having recently
returned from Asia, Lunceford said that AIDS was explod-
ing in countries such as India, Thailand and Indonesia,
where there are large numbers of prostitutes and sexual
tourists. He said the U.S. has ignored the spread of A I D S
at its own peril. 

“If you look at the way America responded to that
tragedy [of September 11], you’d think they could do
something about 8,000 people [per day] dying of AIDS,”
Lunceford said. 

After battling the Giuliani Administration for years to
hold the annual vigil in front of City Hall, Housing
Works found itself exiled to Harlem where it may return
again next year.

“We felt really welcome after seven years of having
trouble out the wazoo,” Smith-Caronia said. “It feels like
home here.” 

W O R L D A I D S D AY PA RT I C I PA N T S read the names of some of the 22 million people who have died during the AIDS e p i d e m i c .

imc imc
COMMUNITY REPORTING

WORKSHOP
Want to join the Indymedia (r)evolution but aren’t sure how? The
NYC-IMC Print Team will be holding its third free, all-day commu-
nity reporting workshop at our office on Saturday, January 12 from
1-6 p.m. We will review the basics of journalism and then explore
lead writing, interviewing, story research and how to develop news
and human interest stories. There will be lots of hands-on exercises
and small discussion groups for people to give each other feedback.
Prepare to do lots of writing. 

To RSVP, please contact us at 212.684.8112 
or imc-nyc-print@indymedia.org

ORIENTATION
The New York IMC is holding orientation meetings for new mem-
bers on the first Sunday evening of each month. Come by on
Sunday January 6 at 7 p.m. for our next orientation. Members of the
print, audio, video and tech teams will be on hand. Share food and
stories and join us in building a global grassroots network of inde-
pendent media makers. 

Don’t hate the media. 
Be the media.

AIDS VICTIMS REMEMBERED AT 24-HR VIGIL



INDY INDEX
WORLD AIDS

Number of deaths from HIV/AIDS epidemic in the past 20 years: 22 million
Number of people living with HIV/AIDS worldwide: 36 million

— WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (WHO)

Percentage of HIV/AIDS infected living in developing nations: 95
Percentage of population in Sub-Saharan Africa infected with HIV/AIDS: 70

— JOINT UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME ON HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS)

Approximate number of children orphaned by HIV/AIDS: 13.2 million
Number of African children who die from AIDS-related deaths per minute: 1
Number of new infections per day in Africa: 11,000
Number of Africans who died in war in 1998: 200,000
Number of Africans who died from AIDS-related deaths in 1998: 2 million
Number of Africans who died from AIDS-related deaths in 2001: 3 million

— UNAIDS

Not including AIDS-related deaths, projected 2010 life expectancy of Botswananians: 70.5 years
Including AIDS-related deaths,projected 2010 life expectancy of Botswananians: 39.3 years

— U.S. CENSUS BUREAU

Percent of South Africa infected adults who acquire HIV before they turn 25: 60
— KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION

P e rcent of Rwanda’s public health spending spent on treatment for people with HIV/AIDS by the mid-1990s: 6 6 . 6
— UNAIDS

Since the first case of HIV/AIDS was re p o rted in June, 1981, total number of cases re p o rted in the U.S. : 7 5 0 , 0 0 0
— CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL (CDC)

Rank of HIV/AIDS as cause of death among Americans ages 25 to 44: 5th
Rank of HIV/AIDS as cause of death among Americans ages 25 to 44 among African-Americans: 2nd

— NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH STATISTICS

Percent of new AIDS patients in the United States in 1999 who were African-Americans: 47
Among U.S. women, percent of new AIDS patients who were African-American: 63
Percent of U.S. population who are African-American: 12

— CDC

Number of AIDS cases reported from 1981 - 2000 in New York State:  139,248
Number of AIDS cases reported in New York City alone: 117,792
Number of AIDS cases reported in the nation’s second largest city (Los Angeles): 41,394

— NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH OFFICE OF AIDS SURVEILLANCE

Number of deaths associated with AIDS nationwide in 2000: 8,911
Average number of annual deaths associated with influenza (flu) nationwide: 20,000
Number of deaths from anthrax this year in the United States: 5

— CDC

Amount spent annually on HIV/AIDS in developing countries : $1 billion
— UNITED NATIONS

Amount that UNAIDS estimates is needed per year to address the pandemic:  $7 - $10 billion
— UNAIDS

Amount that the U.S. government allocated in 2000 international HIV/AIDS efforts: $242.7 million
P e rcent that the U.S. portion covers of the $10.8 billion spent annual fighting international HIV/AIDS eff o rts: 2 . 2

— KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION

Total amount African governments pays back annually to the IMF and World Bank: $13 billion
Donations to the new Global Fund for AIDS, Tu b e rculosis and Malaria from June to September 11: $2.9 billion
Amount donated between September 11 and November 21: about $4,000.
Number of people killed by AIDS, TB and malaria daily: 15,000
Total number of people killed by AIDS, TB and malaria since September 11: 1 million 

— BOSTON GLOBE

Total condom sales in Brazil in 1993: 70 million
Total condom sales in Brazil in 1999 following major education campaign: 320 million

— UNAIDS

Toy fund For HIV k i d s
crippled by 9/11

Thousands of children with AIDS and HIV
may not receive toys this holiday season due to
the World Trade Center attack.

The Children’s Hope Foundation was forced
out of its 11 Park Place office until October 9,
during which time thousands of toys had to be
returned to donors. 

``About 60 to 70 percent of our donations
come in at that time,’’ Jonathan Bee, coordina-
tor the group’s toy program, told the Associated
Press. ``We probably have 1,000 toys and
we’re looking at 8,000 kids.’’

The charity was also forced to cancel its
annual November fundraiser. Hospitals and
agencies that treat HIV-infected youth have
already been notified that there may be no toys
this year.

``Children’s Hope is our only way to get toys
to the kids, and in turn, families rely on us for
toys for their kids for the holidays,’’ said Galia
Galansky, a clinical case manager at the Bronx-
based Albert Einstein College of Medicine.
``You want to make sure these kids have some-
thing to open on Christmas.’’

$1 billion requested for
int’l AIDS fund

Seventy members of Congress have joined a
coalition of activists and musicians in pushing for
a p p roval of $1.2 billion in emergency funding to
fight HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria.

“Those of us working in Africa to stop AIDS
welcome this determined eff o rt, which all
Americans should join,” said Chatinkha
Nkhoma, Africa Program Director of the Global
AIDS Alliance. “U.S. resources are needed now
more than ever, to save lives and help create a
more peaceful world.”

The newly-formed International Global
Health Fund For AIDS, Tu b e rculosis, and
Malaria estimates $10 billion will be needed to
fully fund its new effort. To date the U.S. has
contributed $250 million.

“The U.S. has responded with great urgency
to the attacks of September 11th, but we and the
world have yet to mobilize to combat AIDS, the
worst public health emergency in half a millen-
nium,” said Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT). “Far
m o re re s o u rces are needed to prevent the
deaths of tens of millions of people, and we are
asking the President to make this the priority it
deserves.” 

Epidemic in Ethiopia
may kill 5M by 2014

Opposition leaders in Ethiopia are asking
the government to declare a national state of
emergency to help stop the spread of AIDS.

A total of 3 million Ethiopians are believed to
be infected with HIV but the situation is deterio-
rating rapidly, experts say.

The government has predicted 5.25 million
Ethiopians could die of AIDS by 2014.

``The government has to declare a state of
emergency, and take serious steps to arrest the
alarming spread of the killer disease ravaging
the country,” said Beyene Petros, president of an
opposition party.



BY MIKE BURKE

On November 13, President Bush signed an executive
order – without consultating Congress – that enables the
U.S. military to establish tribunals to secretly try for-
eigners, including U.S. residents who are not citizens,
charged with terrorism. 

According to human rights activists, the U.S. would
join a select band of nations that utilize military courts.
Burma, China, Colombia, Egypt, Malaysia, Nigeria,
Peru, Russia, Sudan and Turkey are among the few
nations still using secret courts, according to U.S. State
Department reports.

Last year the State Department condemned Sudan’s
judicial practices: “Military trials, which sometimes are
secret and brief, do not provide procedural safeguards,
sometimes have taken place with no advocate or counsel
permitted, and do not provide an effective appeal from a
death sentence.”

The U.S. military courts may not look much different.
Court proceedings could secretly take place anywhere
(including this country). Illegally collected evidence and
hearsay would be permissible. Suspects would be repre-
sented by military counsel. Secret evidence could be
withheld from suspects. Unanimous consent would not
be need to sentence a defendant to death; under the pro-
posed military tribunal system, a two-thirds “guilty” vote
could result in conviction. And only the president or
defense secretary would hear appeals, not the Supreme
Court or international courts.

“ A president of the United States has just assumed what
amounts to dictatorial power to jail or execute aliens”
wrote William Safire, a former Nixon speech writer, in a
much publicized New York Ti m e s column. He also referred
to the tribunals as “military kangaroo courts.”

Citing the need to defend the secrecy of evidence and
provide for the safety of judges and jurors, the Bush
Administration counters that the tribunals are grounded
in 200 years of legal precedent. 

“ We are all aware that trying terrorists in our cities
could place judges and juries – and indeed the cities
themselves – at risk,” Assistant Attorney General Michael
C h e r t o ff told the Senate Judicial Committee on
November 28. Chertoff added that the military proceed-
ings would also help the government preserve classified
i n f o r m a t i o n .

But Laura W. Murphy, Director of the American Civil
Liberties Union, disagrees, noting that “the United States
has successfully tried in our courts non-citizens accused
of terrorist acts, organized crime and others in situations
where the safety of jurors and the disclosure of govern-
ment intelligence methods were at issue.”

Some also fear the military tribunals could convict

suspects despite lack of evidence. 
“The tribunal idea looks to me like a way of dealing

with a fear that we lack the evidence to convict these
people,” said Former Deputy U.S. Attorney General
Philip B. Heymann. 

Zacarias Moussaoui, a French citizen of Moroccan
descent, may be the first suspected terrorist tried in mili-
tary court. The government has held Moussaoui since
September as a material witness connected to the
September 11 attacks.

“An indictment is being considered,” a senior govern-
ment official told the New York Times. But, according to
the Times, the official quickly conceded, “We don’t have
a lot of great stuff on him.” 

Backers of the tribunals argue that during war, judicial
expectations change. “It is absurd to suggest that the U.S.
military must observe the same civil liberties in its inter-
action with foreign soldiers that our law enforcement

agents must observe in their interactions with common
criminal defendants,” said former U.S. Attorney General
Griffin B. Bell in Senate testimony on November 28. 

But Bell, who served the Carter Administration from
1977-1979, failed to acknowledge that Bush’s executive
order allows for military tribunals with jurisdiction that
reaches far beyond “foreign soldiers.” 

Under the executive order, a military tribunal could be
formed to try any non-U.S. citizen who: 1.) was a past or
present member of al Qaeda; or 2.) “Engaged in, aided or
abetted, or conspired to commit, acts of international ter-
rorism, or acts in preparation therefore, that have caused,
threaten to cause, or have as their aim to cause, injury to or
adverse effects on the United States, its citizens, national
s e c u r i t y, foreign policy, or economy;” or 3.) Has “know-
ingly harbored” an individual that fits the above bill. 

The international scope of the military tribunals has
been largely ignored but it presents an unprecedented case
of a nation attempting to impose its court on the world. 

“If a Basque Separatist tomorrow kills an American
citizen in Madrid, or a member of the Irish Liberation
Amy threatens the American embassy in London, the
military tribunal has jurisdiction over both persons….
There is no conceivable statutory warrant for such trials,”

said Georgetown Law Professor Neal Katyal in testimo-
ny to the Senate Judiciary Committee on November 28. 

“The scope of this executive order takes your breath away
if you read the details of it,” said Rep. Bob Barr (R-Ga.).

Barr and other legislators have criticized Bush for not
consulting Congress. No president has previously issued
a military court executive order without a Congressional
Declaration of War or explicit congressional support.

“It fundamentally jeopardizes the separation of pow-
ers that under girds our constitutional system, and it may
undercut the legality of any military tribunal proceed-
ing,” said Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Patrick
Leahy (D-Vt.) on November 28 at the Senate hearings.

Heymann described Bush’s executive order as “one of
the clearest mistakes and one of the most dangerous
claims of executive power in the [past] 50 years.”

Most legal scholars agree that the Constitution empow-
ers the president to impose martial law during declared
wars. But the specific circumstances are debated widely. 

“We have a deep tradition – expressed powerfully in
the Declaration of Independence – of confining military
courts and secret proceedings to as small an area as pos-
sible,” Heymann told the Senate. 

He said military courts have only been used in
wartime when there were no operable civilian courts;
during trials of wartime atrocities before peace is
declared; and when spies from a belligerent nation have
been caught behind our lines.

The Supreme Court has offered conflicting views.
In 1942, the Supreme Court approved the military tri-

bunal established to try eight German saboteurs caught in
Long Island and Florida during World War II. After the
Civil War, the Court ruled the military courts could only
be used if civilian courts were inoperable.

Despite the Supreme Court’s 1942 affirmative ruling,
Kate Martin, director of the Center for National Security
Studies, argues that military tribunals must also conform
to existing international law and treaties. “These would
include the United Nations charter and the International
Covenant of Civil and Political Rights, none of which
were in existence at the time the Supreme Court approved
the use of military commissions during World War II.”

Such international agreements have already impacted
the Bush Administration’s war on terrorism. As of early
December, Spain had refused to extradite eight suspect-
ed members of Al Qaeda to the U.S. unless Bush ensured
the detainees would not face military trials. 

European Union law prohibits extradition of suspects
to nations that do not abide to Article 6 of the Convention
on Human Rights, which governs trials.

– MIKEBURKE99@YAHOO.COM
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“The scope of this executive order
takes your breath away if you read the
details of it.” 

– Rep. Bob Barr (R-Ga.)

MILITARY TRIALS



ling domestic civil disturbances and
other no terrorist events.” As the name
suggests, Homeland Defense “codifies
a war-making approach to domestic
policing” said Morales. The phrase
recently entered the military lexicon
following the 1993 World Trade Center
bombing, the 1995 Oklahoma City
bombing and the bombings of U.S.
embassies overseas. However, “civil
disturbance planning” between various
government agencies has been in effect
since the late 1960s.

Faced with race riots and surging
anti-Vietnam War protests, President
Lyndon Johnson’s Kerner Commission
focused on developing a militarized
c o u n t e r- i n s u rgency effort directed at
U.S. citizens. Later, President Richard
Nixon was forced at one point to
choose between sending troops to
Southeast Asia or retaining them to
contain domestic rebellion. 

The current approach to the milita-
rization of domestic law  enforcement
can be traced to a January 15, 1986
Department of Defense directive
(#5525.5) which states that “it is DOD
policy to cooperate with civilian law
enforcement officials to the extent
practical and consistent with the needs
of national security and military pre-
paredness.”

The directive asserts that “civil dis-
turbances in any form are prejudicial to
public law and order” and “occur most
often when participants in mass acts of
civil disobedience become antagonistic
toward authority.” Consistent with such
civil disturbance planning, the FBI has
o rganized “Joint Terrorism Ta s k
Forces” across the country in the last
five years to improve information  shar-
ing and policing efforts with local law
enforcement as a part of its counter-ter-
rorism efforts.

THE MILITARIZATION OF
DOMESTIC POLICING

The Pentagon has frequently cited
Posse Comitatus as the primary restric-
tion on military participation in domes-
tic law enforcement.

On October 4, Deputy Defense
Secretary Paul Wolfowitz urg e d
Congress to “consider repealing the
1878 law that limits the military’s
domestic role.” 

However, according to critics, Posse
Comitatus has already been eroded by
the increasing militarization of domes-
tic policing and government initiatives
dating back to the McCarthy-era.

Fears about terrorism and attacks are
“a pretext for advancing an already
entrenched pattern of militarism in the
U.S.” said Morales. For the past two
decades, the military has served as an
auxiliary to domestic law enforcement.
As its name suggests, the War on Drugs
has brought a militarized perspective to
law enforcement with an emphasis on
S . W. A . T. teams, helicopter patrols,
armed raids and increased inter-agency
cooperation between DEA, FBI, CIA
and local police. 

Militarized policing was also visible
during the L.A. riots; the 1993 siege at
Waco, Texas where about 85 people,
mostly women and children, died; and
the 1985 bombing of the MOVE com-
pound in Philadelphia where 11 mem-
bers of the Black nationalist group were
killed.

Political protesters have also
encountered a militarized response. In
November 1999, anti-WTO protests in
Seattle were met with armored person-
nel carriers, thousands of rounds of rub-
ber bullets, and military-grade tear gas.

“Our concern is that there be a bright
line drawn between law enforcement
and the military. This not only blurs that
bright line but virtually guarantees fur-
ther involvement of the military in civil-
ian law enforcement activity,” said
Gregory T. Nojeim, legislative counsel
on national security for the A m e r i c a n
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). 

Under the recently adopted USA
PAT R I O T Act, “domestic terrorism” is
loosely defined as any felony intended
to “intimidate or coerce a civilian popu-
lation” or “influence the policy of a gov-
ernment by intimidation or coercion.”

Ratner says the new laws are unnec-
essary. “There are already plenty of
laws making such civil disobedience
criminal without labeling such time
honored protest as terrorism.”

Several months prior to the
September 11 attacks, the FBI has
described several domestic activist
groups, including Reclaim the Streets,
the Earth Liberation Front and the anti-
corporate globalization movement, as
terrorists.

Morales noted the “collapsing dis-
tinctions” between terrorism and legiti-
mate political dissent. “Once the polic-
ing infrastructure and intelligence
capabilities are in place the fluidity in
legal language between terms of refer-
ence to suspect and target groups could
mean laws currently being used to
detain non-citizen Arab men today,
could be applied tomorrow  towards

American dissenters, under the scope
of homeland security.”

In a sign of things to come, the FBI
has threatened to subpoena members of
the pacifist, Jewish and A r a b - l e d
Women in Black organization who did
not submit to questioning related to the
September 11 attacks. 

The international org a n i z a t i o n
protests violence in Israel and the
Occupied Territories. 

“I think they’re trying to make it a
very difficult environment for anyone
to express views on policies in the
Middle East, and send us a message
that they’re watching us,” said Women
In Black member Kate Raphael of
Berkeley, California.  “The government
is in the process of trying to perpetrate
a war. They feel there is no real place
for political dissent.”

EXPANDED CIA ROLE
Since its secretive formation, the

CIA has been barred from gathering
intelligence on U.S. citizens. But the
new laws open the door for cooperation
between the FBI and CIA. 

Chip Berlet, a senior analyst at
Political Research Associates, worries
that these measures will “re-establish a
dynamic where any dissident group can
be secretly accused of being linked to
terrorism, and subject to disruption,
when the government opens the door to
domestic covert operations that in the
past led to orchestrated confrontations
and killings.”

Through an extensive program of
information sharing, (similar to the one
currently prescribed by the OHS and
the PATRIOT ACT) the CIA, during
the Vietnam War, “received all of the
FBI’s reports on the American anti-war
and other social justice movements.” 

The CIA’s newly “enhanced”
domestic role  “is a step toward the
dangers of a domestic secret police and
puts the CIA back in the business of
spying on Americans,” concludes a
recent ACLU report.

Bush called the events of September
11 “an attack on our freedom.”
However, the greatest threat to our free-
doms appears to be coming from our
own government with OHS in charge
of coordinating this attack. 

“[This] establishes a permanent war
abroad and a permanent war at home,”
Ratner said. “A permanent war means
this attack on civil liberties won’t end.”

– WARCRY@INDYMEDIA.ORG

C o n g ress targets 
e n v i ronmental gro u p s

Members of the U.S. Congress have urged
more moderate environmental groups such as
the Sierra Club and Greenpeace to publicly
declare the Earth Liberation Front and Animal
Liberation Front as terrorist cells. 

The move resonates with many of the FBI’s
COINTELPRO tactics to “identify, isolate and
neutralize” anti-war and civil rights groups in
the 1960s and 1970s.

While a longtime critic of the more radical
groups, Greenpeace refused to cooperate with
the government’s request.

''I wonder why seven congressmen are so
interested in challenging an organization to dis-
avow ‘eco-terrorism’ when Greenpeace has a
perfect, 30-year record of peaceful, nonviolent
civil disobedience used to engage corrupt gov-
ernments and corporations around the world,''
said John Pasacantando, Greenpeace USA's
executive director.

The FBI recently described ELF and ALF as
the most active domestic extremist groups. But
supporters of the group deny such labels.

''I find that torturing sentient animals, harm-
ing animals who would otherwise live a free life
in the wild, I find that a bit extreme,'' David
Barbarash, a spokesman for the Animal
Liberation Front told the Boston Globe.

In response to ELF and ALF actions, which
are both concentrated in the Northwest, Rep.
Darlene Hooley (D-Or) has sponsored a bill to
set up a national environmental terrorism infor-
mation clearinghouse.

On Febru a ry 12, the Congre s s i o n a l
Subcommittee on Forests and Forest Health
plans to conduct hearings on ‘eco-terrorism.’
Former ELF spokesperson Craig Rosebraugh
was subpoenaed to testify but announced plans
to ignore the government’s call.

“In light of the events on September 11, my
country has told me that I should not cooperate
with terrorists,” said Rosebraugh. “I therefore
am refusing to cooperate with members of
Congress who are some of the most extreme ter-
rorists in history.”

Feds orders library CD-
ROMs destroyed; will
books be next?

The U.S. government has ord e red 335
libraries to destroy copies of a 1999 public
water supply CD-ROM database.

While outdated governmental publications
have been recalled before, there is no known
p recedent for removing public re c o rds on
national security grounds.

The government claims the database could
be used by terrorists to compromise the nation’s
water supplies.

Librarians have protested the decision.
"I think the concern is what else the govern-

ment would want us to re t u rn," said John
C re a s e r, who heads the University of Californ i a -
Berkeley's earth sciences and map library.

No photos allowed
In late November police detained a photog-

rapher from the Vermont Brattleboro Reformer
under the 1917 Ve rmont treason law. His
offense?  Taking photographs of a nuclear
power plant. No charges were filed but prose-
cutors warned the paper about exposing securi-
ty issues at the Vermont Yankee plant.

HOMELAND DEFENSE TODAY,
MILITARY STATE TOMORROW?
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peak, the entire social service system became the target
of President Clinton and his allies.

Brandishing arguments that welfare breeds dependency,
Clinton signed the death warrant on federal cash entitle-
ments. In 1996, welfare ended and the Te m p o r a r y
Assistance for Needy Families began, moving the onus of
creating new “welfare-to-work” programs to the state level.

Mary, a life-long public assistance recipient, was sud-
denly facing a radically different program. She was man-
dated to work for the City’s Work Experience Program,
best known for its cadre of orange-vested park cleaners.
And her benefits would terminate after five years. 

Mary landed a number of jobs – all of them the low-
skill and low-wage positions that were more readily
available when unemployment was low in the 1990s.
Since the overhaul, she and over seven million other
Americans left the welfare rolls. This 60 percent nation-
al drop elicited many cheers as it generated an increase
in employment among single mothers and a five-year
$6.7 billion surplus in the New York State budget alone.

Mary’s last position at Ellis Island had all the makings
of a success story. “She was excellent,” says Dave
Alberts, her former employer. “She was always on
time…and had a great attitude.” 

Yet a good attitude wasn’t enough to save her from the
massive job cuts, mainly in easily expendable service
positions. Cashiers, janitors, waiters and retail salespeo-
ple suffered the brunt of the cutbacks according to the
Fiscal Policy Institute, a New York research organization. 

“This recession may be far worse for low-wage work-
ers than earlier downturns,” the Institute reported.

With the economy in recession, state programs will
have less to offer recipients as revenues drop. “Social
services have become more restrictive both in terms of
rules, and how those rules are applied,” Bhargava told
the Indypendent.

Having worked for Ellis Island just a few days shy of
six months, Mary does not qualify for unemployment
insurance. Over 60 percent of the jobless can not receive
unemployment insurance, despite the fact that all work-
ers are required by law to contribute to the program.

Bhargava argues that unemployment insurance has
failed to keep pace with a changing work force. “Low-
wage, part-time and women workers – the same groups
who are most affected by downturns in the economy –
are the least likely to qualify for assistance.” 

Even among programs for which most low-income
people are eligible, such as food stamps, accessibility is
a problem. “One of the things that has happened to many
of the folks who have moved from welfare to work is
they are not told about the other transitional benefits they

are eligible for,” says Kim Gilliland of the Hunger Action
Network, a national policy organization. Twelve months
after leaving welfare, only 22 percent of New Yorkers
received Food Stamps, according to research conducted
by NCJIS.

Medicaid enrollment among poor parents has also
dropped. Whereas enrollment in the insurance increased
every year prior to 1996, cases fell 27 percent by 1999,
reports  the health consumer group Families USA. 

Part of the problem is that welfare offices focus on
reducing case numbers instead of providing benefits. “I
got food stamps for a month. And then they cut me off
because I was making too much,” remembers Mary. At
the time, she was working at Duane Reade drugstore for
$5.15 an hour.

With  food stamps cuts of $26 billion during “the wel-
fare overhaul,” states toughened guidelines and length-
ened applications – by up to 25 pages – as noted by a
report just released by America’s Second Harvest, a net-
work of food banks. These measures “helped discourage
as many as 12 million eligible people from applying,”
concluded Second Harvest.

In addition to the paperwork, the pressure to decrease
caseloads under welfare reform often hurt people like
Mary. “New York City is a classic case of denying what
people are entitled to,” says Bhargava. “The culture of
welfare offices is not there to be responsive.”

Private food banks have been forced to pick up the
slack. “[Welfare] caseloads have been cut in half, but we
are seeing increased demand in emergency shelters and
food pantries,” says Gilliland. In New York City, visits to
emergency food relief have tripled since 1997, up to 1.5
million this year, according to Second Harvest.

Her phone already cut off, Mary is thinking about apply-
ing for food stamps again. “I have to reapply, but I don’t
want to go through all of that again. It’s hell,” she says.

Mary will need the little for which she qualifies as her
benefits will run out next year. Over 100,000 other adults
and 36,000 families in New York are facing an even more
pressing situation when their benefits run out this
December under the five-year lifetime cap on support.
After the cutoff, Mary can apply for Safety Net assis-
tance, or hope that she is one of the 20 percent of cases
exempted from termination. Alternatively, the Giuliani
Administration motioned in November to create paid
Parks Department positions for some of those leaving
welfare. Yet providers have few details on any of these
backup provisions. 

Advocates are pointing to the shakiness of social serv-
ice infrastructure, which was strained even before 1996
and will now be further taxed. “We saw the stock market
soar and caseloads plummet and thought we had emerged
into a ‘post-net’ world,” notes Bhargava. 

For state government, the “post-net world” mentality
often translated into a hesitancy to spend funds on struc-
tures that could support an influx of needy. New York has
only one “one-stop” job-training center, in out-of-the-way
Jamaica, Queens, as officials have shied away from tap-
ping available funds. New York State still has $1.5 billion
available of additional federal money that could have
financed training programs, childcare and other pro-
grams, but less than one-fifth was used by City off i c i a l s .

“A patchwork of policies exacerbates the tendency to
treat people differently and undermine the standards that
existed,” says Bhargava of the change from a federal to a
state system under welfare reform.

A d d i t i o n a l l y, New York and many other states
“recently cut unemployment insurance taxes dramatical-
ly rather than build up their unemployment insurance
reserves during the recent economic expansion,” accord-
ing to the National Employment Law Project.

As government coffers have been depleted – New
York City’s operating budgets are expected to be in the
red until 2005 – states are eyeing the financial surpluses
created by shrunken caseloads. Plus, federal emergency
funds earmarked for welfare are hard to access and face
potential elimination next year.

The public appears to support a shored-up safety net.
In a recent poll taken for Jobs for the Future, a Boston-
based research organization, 91 percent surveyed sup-
ported health-care coverage for the unemployed and 76
percent supported increasing unemployment benefits. 

Governments at all levels are belatedly responding to
some of these sentiments. Federally, the Senate has
increased food stamps expenditures in its 2002 Farm
Bill. New York City has offered Disaster Relief
Medicaid, with less stringent guidelines, to uninsured
adults. The demand has been unprecedented: 75,000
have applied in the first six weeks compared to a typical
monthly average of 8,000.

Advocates like Gilliland are asking for more sweep-
ing additions to the safety net, especially as federal wel-
fare reform renewal looms, just one year away. “We are
pushing for poverty reduction rather than caseload reduc-
tion,” she says. Gilliland is working to get increased
access to childcare programs, along with counting job
training or education as work assignments.  

Undoubtedly, the advocates’ fight will be hampered
by a shortage of funds. In the meantime, Mary is having
difficulty trying to stay afloat or get support. “It’s not
enough to pay rent and pay groceries,” she says,  now
working at a part-time mailroom job. “But the welfare
office just makes you want to give up.”

HHADDON@HOTMAIL.COM

WELFARE REFORM MEETS
THE COLD REALITY OF
RECESSION

WELFARE REFORM MEETS
THE COLD REALITY OF
RECESSION

FREE FALL FROM THE SAFETY NET: Where will Bronx 
hopefuls at a recent job fair (L) or Mary Thompson (R) land?
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Media merg e r m a n i a
Just two days after the September 11 attacks

on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon,
the FCC began to eliminate the last remaining
shreds of regulation on media concentration.
With all eyes elsewhere, the FCC voted unani-
mously to “review” these laws. 

FCC chair Michael Powell, son of Secretary
of State Colin Powell, has made no secret of his
desire to abandon any substantive public inter-
est restrictions on the dominance of big media
corporations, claiming “the oppressor here is
regulation.”

Besides the wholly predictable result of a single
company controlling a town’s TV stations, radio
stations, cable company and only newspaper, crit-
ics warn that elimination of this rule will essentially
signal the absorption of the newspaper business
into the television industry, with a negative impact
on the quality of print journalism. 

Powell presented this latest move towards
consolidation as a patriotic act, declaring, “The
flame of the American ideal may flicker, but it
will never be extinguished. We will do our small
part and press on with our business, solemnly,
but resolutely.” 

Pressure to drop the cross-ownership ban
comes from companies like Rupert Murdoch’s
News Corp., whose recent acquisition of station
operator Chris-Craft puts it in violation, giving it
two TV stations and a newspaper in New York
City. (News Corp. already had a waiver to
operate one TV station and a newspaper in
New York.)

There are more than 40 markets with news-
paper-broadcast combinations already, most
‘grandfathered’ in when the law was written in
1975. Other companies in violation of the law
include the Tribune Co., which owns TV-broad-
cast combinations in Los Angeles, New York,
Orlando and Chicago. 

Powell has called the cross-ownership ban
“extremely prohibitive,” and said he sees no
reason a city’s TV station and newspaper
shouldn’t be controlled by the same company.

Indeed, media corporations routinely make
deals that violate existing law, so confident are
they of the current anti-regulatory climate –
“skating where the puck is going to be,” is how
one industry analyst described it (Los Angeles
Times, 9/14/01). 

Newspaper companies “see savings in news
gathering by combining with TV stations as a
big plus,” an industry analyst told the L.A.
Ti m e s, giving an indication that the newly
merged mega-companies would provide com-
munities with less news, not more. 

For more on the FCC’s efforts to weaken
ownership rules, see the Center for Digital
Democracy’s in-depth resources at the website,
www.democraticmedia.org

BY FAIRNESS AND ACCURACY IN REPORTING

WWW.FAIR.ORG

BY CHRIS STROHM

As the U.S. government seeks to win the war of the
minds during the war on terrorism, it is enlisting the sup-
port of global media corporations. Through recent high-
level meetings and unreleased studies, the U.S. government
and military are searching for ways to expand their psy-
chological operations (PSYOPS), which refers to the meth-
ods used by the government in waging a propaganda war.

In late October, the Defense Science Board released a
sweeping study with a host of recommendations on how the
U.S. military should increase its PSYOPS through both its
own means and the commercial media. The full report has
yet to be publicly released on the DSB website, but among
the Board’s recommendations are that a joint group of civil-
ian and military media people should be established, and that
the military should be given more “channels.” It is not clear
what more channels refers to, but the military has com-
plained for years that it needs more “spectrum,” which is the
frequency range through which information is broadcast. 

The Federal Communications Commission controls
spectrum allocation and recently decided to prevent a large
portion of radio spectrum that the military wants from
being turned over to the commercial market. The FCC’s
new chairman is Michael Powell, son of Secretary of State
Colin Powell, who also served as the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff during the Gulf War.

While the relationship between global media corporations
and the U.S. government has become increasingly apparent,
it went largely under-reported in the corporate media that sev-
eral officers from the U.S. A r m y ’s 4th Psychological
Operations Group worked as interns for CNN while the U.S.
military bombed Serbia during the Kosovo Wa r. And in
October the chairman of CNN ordered his staff to “balance”
images of civilian devastation in Afghanistan with reminders
that the Taliban harbors terrorists.

The major media corporations are now building a more
intimate relationship with the U.S. government. On
November 11, all the chief executives from the major motion
picture and television companies met with White House
advisors and pledged their support to help with the war eff o r t .
It is not clear exactly what the corporations are going to do.
But Jack Valenti, head of the Motion Picture Association of
America, was an aide to Lyndon Johnson, who navigated the
United States deeper into the Vietnam Wa r.

And global media corporations with intimate connections
to the Bush administration are also profiting from the war
against terrorism. The Carlyle Group owns defense and
telecommunications companies worldwide and will reap
huge profits from a stepped up military budget, most notably
with the recent Joint Strike Fighter contract. George Bush Sr.
and James Baker, Bush’s secretary of state, are employed by
the Carlyle Group, as is former Chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission, William E. Kennard. 

RAMBO BACK TO AFGHANISTAN? Hollywood
honchos are teaming up with the government.

PACIFICA DEAL COLLAPSES
REFORMERS LOOK TO JANUARY COURT DATE

U.S. FEDS TURNS TO MEDIA GIANTS
TO WIN WAR OF THE MINDS

BY JOHN TARLETON

Critics of the Pacifica national board have resumed their
protests after the apparent collapse of an agreement to
replace the current board with an interim board more favor-
able to the dissidents.

Protesters picketed December 6 outside the law off i c e s
of Epstein, Becker & Green in New York, Los A n g e l e s ,
San Francisco and Washington, D.C. calling for the resig-
nation of board member John Murdock who also belongs
to the law firm. 

“We…will not sit by watching these people fiddle away
as the network falls apart,” said Juan Gonzalez, a prominent
member of the Pacifica Campaign, which has led the effort
to topple the Pacifica board.

Pacifica, founded by radical pacifists in the late 1940s,
operates listener-sponsored radio stations in New York
(WBAI-99.5 FM), Los Angeles, Washington, D.C.,
Berkeley and Houston. The network has been engulfed in
recent years in a struggle between grassroots activists and
corporate modernizers. 

At a November 16-18 board meeting in Washington,
D.C., dissident and majority factions on Pacifica’s 15-mem-
ber board appeared to reach an agreement to appoint five of
their members to a new interim board. In addition, five
entirely new members would be appointed by Pacifica’s
five Local Advisory Boards (LABs), which would give dis-
sidents an apparent 9-6 majority.

The Pacifica Campaign had originally hailed the

November 18 vote as “an important turning point in the his-
tory of our struggle.” 

Carol Spooner, lead plaintiff in one of four pending
lawsuits against Pacifica, was skeptical of the transition
agreement. 

“Numerous legal and financial issues are still outstand-
ing,” Spooner said. “We cannot rely on a board resolution -
we must have legally binding court orders, not just promis-
es, to democratize and return Pacifica to its mission at all
five stations.”

On December 2, the Pacifica Campaign backpedaled
and announced that the agreement had apparently collapsed
“as some of the majority board members have refused to
support it.” And Gonzalez said that “we will resume fully
the campaign to secure their immediate resignations.”

Patty Heffley, a New York plaintiff in the listeners’ law-
suit said dissidents should have never trusted the Pacifica
board. “You can’t play with these people. We should have
been gathering a million dollars for the lawsuits and putting
up a united front…to get rid of the board,” Heffley said.
“But no, everyone was busy doing other things and now
they are all saying ‘fund the lawsuits’.”

The lawsuits are still scheduled to go to trial January 7
in Oakland, California. Heffley remains hopeful that Amy
Goodman of “Democracy Now in Exile” will use her pres-
tige to draw attention to the legal battle.

“All she would have to do is say something three times
a week on the upcoming trial, the websites and need for
money and we would be set,” Heffley said.

MEDIA ON THE MEDIA
"The hard truth is that the U.S. media left

America as unpre p a red for these terro r i s t
attacks as any Air Force general or CIA
b u reaucrat. As we dropped bombs on Iraq
for 10 years running – justified or not – the
U.S. media failed to re p o rt on it. Then sudden-
l y, on September 11, we think `We ' re at war’
when in fact there hasn’t been a day since the
Gulf War ended when an American airc r a f t
h a s n ’t locked onto a target with a missile or
bomb. We were at war, it’s just that the media
didn't think it was interesting enough to tell you
about it. That’s our lesson to learn." 

— Michael Moran, senior producer for
special projects at MSNBC.com.



I N T E R N AT I O N A L

ROLE OF WOMEN UNCERTAIN
IN POST-TALIBAN REGIME

AFGHAN FEMINIST
CHALLENGES U.S.

Fahima Vorgetts (left) is a longtime Afghan 
feminist activist. She spoke at the CUNY 
Grad Center on November 30 as 
the Taliban collapsed and an uncert a i n
future opened up for her country. Below is
an interview with I n d y p e n d e n t re p o rt e r
C a roline Sykora.

CS: What is the situation for women now that the Northern Alliance has
rolled into Kabul?

FV: The [Northern Alliance], the former mujahedeen who were in power
from 1992-1996, are in power again. We are happy the Taliban is gone,
but it seems like one kind of terrorist has been replaced with another. A lot
of women are not on the street. A lot of women are not taking their burqas
off. Even women who never in their lives wore the burqa until they were
forced by the Taliban are not taking it off. They are afraid of the muja-
hedeen. They’ve have had bad experiences with them.

It has happened in my own family. Some of my female cousins commit-
ted suicide. They were raped, they were abducted. They were forced into
marriages. This happened in my family and in a lot of other families. That
is why women are not secure. They think that the situation is not secure, that
there is no peace in Afghanistan. They are still afraid to do anything, to get
out, to be open.

CS: How do you feel about what the White House is saying about the role
of women in future peace talks and government in Afghanistan?

FV: Well, the White House could play a big role in getting women to be a
part of all of the talks. Whether they will or not remains to be seen because
in the past the U.S. foreign policy was a failure in Afghanistan.

It created these mujahideen, these fanatic religious groups. They created
the Taliban and they left the people of Afghanistan in their hands. These
groups do not know anything about international law. They don’t know any-
thing about how to govern a country, anything about civic law. All they
know is how to make a bomb, how to use a gun and heavy artillery, how
to shed blood. [The U.S.] left the country in the hands of these people and 
did nothing about the people of Afghanistan.      

For years we were screaming and crying and they [the White House] did
not want to listen to the women of Afghanistan, to our cry. Now they cut a
deal with the NA before the bombing and told them: “the Taliban will be
gone, we will bomb them and then you can come back to power.” They
failed to include women in that deal. One more time they betrayed the
women of Afghanistan. 

If they really wanted to help the women of Afghanistan they should
have included women in that deal. Now that the Bonn conference is going
on nobody puts any pre s s u re on any of these groups to include women.
Women are the future of this country. What I expect from the White House
and UN is diff e rent than what I really know of them. I hope that they
change their foreign policy, but right now it does not look like the White
House or UN will do much for the women of Afghanistan.

CS: I heard that all the women in the talks in Bonn are in living in exile, is
this true?

F V: That is another big problem, because these women are 25-30 years
away from Afghanistan. There are womens’ organizations in Afghanistan
and in Pakistan among the refugees. They should have been invited to the
Bonn conference. Besides even if the women in Bonn were a part of the
delegation, even if they had the ability to vote, three women do not re p re-
sent 11 million people in Afghanistan. There are more than 16 men [at the
c o n f e rence]. There are three women. Women are more than half the pop-
ulation in Afghanistan. That is not fair and that is not bringing democracy. 

BY CAROLINE SYKORA

International diplomats and representatives
from four rival ethnic factions finalized a
shaky peace agreement December 3 to create
an interim government in Afghanistan that
would include at least some women in its 29-
member executive council. 

Three Afghan women participated as dele-
gates to the negotiations that were held at a
luxury spa outside Bonn, Germany. Under the
U.N.-brokered agreement, one of the five vice-
chairs on the council would be held by a
woman and women will occupy some of the
23 other seats as well. Also, women will lead
the newly formed Ministry of Women as well
as the Ministries of Public Health,  Social
Work and Labor.

With the future of their country still hanging
in the balance, Afghan women are not throwing
out or burning their burqas quite yet. They may
still need them to preserve their lives. 

“Afghan women right now are living
between fear and joy,” said Zohra Yu s u f
Daoud, a former Miss Afghanistan and direc-
tor of Culture and Communications at the
Afghan Womens Association of Southern
California. Zohra spoke at the “Women for
Afghan Women: Securing Our Future”  con-
ference held at CUNYat the end of November.
Participants were elated at the downfall of the
puritanical Taliban. But, the recent re-emer-
gence of the Northern Alliance cast a shadow
over the discussions. 

The Northern Alliance, which dominated
the Bonn peace talks, is a collection of region-
al warlords who fought both for and against
the Soviet Union during the 1980s. Ruling
Afghanistan from 1992-1996,  the Alliance
prefigured the Ta l i b a n ’s policy of gender
apartheid by forcing women out of news
broadcasting and government ministry jobs

and requiring them to wear veils. During their
regime, rival factions killed as many as 50,000
people in Kabul as the country fell into chaos.
Women were especially vulnerable to the
Alliance’s lawlessness. 

“The mujahedeen group committed so
many atrocities and crimes against women, so
much raping, abducting and forced marriages,
that they drove a lot of women to suicide,” said
Fahima Vo rgetts, (see sidebar) a longtime
Afghan womens rights activist who spoke at
the CUNY conference. 

The Bush Administration has thrown U.S.
military support behind the Northern A l l i a n c e .
Bush also says the U.S. aims to establish a gov-
ernment in Afghanistan “that is broadly based,
multi-ethnic and protects the rights and dignity
of all Afghan citizens, including women.” 

Bush lost the female vote by 11 percent in
the 2000 election and has been silent about the
treatment of women in U.S. allies such as
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. Domestic critics
such as Gloria Steinem are skeptical about
Bush’s intentions. 

“I can’t think of any motive other than the
gender gap,” Steinem told the New Yo r k
Times. “But they should understand that the
gender gap is smart, and can tell the difference
between rhetoric and reality.” 

The U.S. lavished support on Islamic fun-
damentalists who fought the Soviet Union dur-
ing the 1980s, only to abandon the country to
these groups when the Soviets were defeated.
Vorgetts urges the U.S. to put principles before
expediency this time and help forge a long-
term solution to Afghanistan’s suffering.

“The United States is always claiming that
they are the champions of democracy, that we
bring peace to the world,” Vorgetts said. “OK,
show it to us now. Now that it is the time for
democracy, show us that you really are the
champions of democracy.”

WHOSE GOT HER BACK?: Not looking good for the liberated Afghanistan



BY BILL WEINBERG

U.S. MEDIA DOWNPLAYS CIVILIAN DEATHS
The foreign press –  even in the UK –  has been far

more aggressive than the U.S. media in reporting the
impacts of the bombing campaign on Afghanistan’s civil-
ians. While the bombing has largely disappeared from
U.S. headlines in the past three weeks, the international
press continued to run harrowing eye-witness reports by
correspondents on the ground in besieged Afghan cities. 

UK Independent correspondent Justin Huggler wrote
from Khanabad November 27: “We were picking our
way through the bombed-out ruins of Khanabad when we
heard the explosion. When we got there, struggling
through the collapsed remains of houses, an old man sat
in his blood blinking and shaking his head in bewilder-
ment. Beside him, a 15-year-old boy lay bleeding and
unconscious. They had trodden on one of the American
cluster bombs that litter the fields and roadside around
Khanabad... The Americans killed more than 100
unarmed civilians in Khanabad in the last two weeks,
relentlessly bombing heavily populated residential areas
in the town, one of the last under Taliban control. The
Independent first reported allegations of civilian deaths
made by fleeing refugees a week ago. Yesterday, after the
Taliban left, those claims were confirmed.” 

On November 21, the AFP reported the Taliban’s
Mulla Fazil told Pakistan’s daily Dawn by satellite phone
that U.S. airstrikes had killed some 800 people in the
Kunduz area and 250 in Khanabad district. The U.S. dis-
misses all Taliban casualty accounts as mere propaganda
–  which they may well be. But accounts from reporters
on the scene indicates civilian casualties may be much
higher than most U.S. citizens are aware. 

Wrote U.K. Te l e g r a p h ’s correspondent Philip
Smucker November 21 from the village of Gluco, near
Jalalabad: “Terrified Afghan villagers, in an area aban-
doned by the Taliban, yesterday described how Allied
bombers circled their village for the third time in two
days, before launching air strikes that killed seven resi-
dents. Their wooden homes looked like piles of charred
matchsticks. Injured mules lay braying in the road along
the mountain pass that stank of sulphur and dead animals.
The strikes, which killed the seven on Monday and four
on Sunday, suggest that western military intelligence on
the ground...is not good as it might be.” 

CIVILIAN CASUALTIES MOUNT;
PENTAGON WANTS MORE

Despite the Pentagon’s usual propaganda about “smart
bombs,” U.N. investigators document a “broad pattern of
erroneous bombing” and at least 30 civilian deaths in
Kabul. Said Ross Chamberlain, coordinator for the U.N.
mine-clearing program in Afghanistan, now examining
bombed sites in Kabul: “The Pentagon likes to show the
impressive videos” of U.S. jets launching bombs that
neatly destroy their targets without killing the neighbors.
But such clean strikes are the exception, not the rule.
“There’s really no such thing as precision bombing... We
are finding more cases of errant targeting than accurate
targeting, more misses than hits.” (Newsday, November
25) The Qatar-based al-Jazeera cable TV network now
places the total number of civilians killed in the bombing
at around 1,000 (Summary by media watchdog Ali
Abunimah, www.abunimah.org). 

REFUGEE CRISIS SPIRALS
Refugees continue to flee the bombing into dramati-

cally overburdened camps in neighboring Pakistan and
Iran. Pakistan has given up on its policy of attempting to
hold refugees back and close camps near the border.
Pakistan authorities are now letting refugees in, but relo-
cating them away from the border to large centralized
camps administrated with the aid of the U.N. (BBC
November 19). About 100,000 refugees are believed to
have crossed the Pakistan border illegally.

REPORTS FROM THE
THIRD WORLD WAR

Dissipated Youth
BIN LADEN: Obscenely rich off the oil money that fed
his father’s construction business, bin Laden (mis)spent
his youth cavorting around Europe in luxury automo-
biles and wooing Spanish coeds, one of whom recently
showed up with a photo of herself and friends (in hot-
pants) smiling for the camera with Osama. 

BUSH: Obscenely rich off the oil money that fed his
father’s drilling business and political career, Bush
(mis)spent his youth cavorting around Texas and New
England in private jets. Although Spanish coeds with
embarrassing Polaroids are not part of the President’s
pre-political resume, he did have himself investigated.
The result: “No handcuffs or dwarf orgies, but he was a
handsome, rich playboy and lived that life,” an
unnamed Bush campaign insider told MSNBC.  When
asked by the Hartford Courant in 1988 what he and his
father discussed when they were not discussing politics,
Bush replied, simply, “Pussy.” Bush’s misspent youth
continued until the tender age of 40, when he gave up
the alcoholism that had led to a drunk driving convic-
tion in 1976. 

Private School Education
BIN LADEN: Unlike many of his 51 siblings, who
attended boarding schools in England and the United
States, bin Laden chose to stay in Saudi Arabia for most
of his schooling, attending an exclusive Western acade-
my in the town of Jedda. But during a summer spent in
England, when he wasn’t wowing Spanish girls with his
flared pants and a seemingly endless supply of silk but-
terfly-collared shirts, bin Laden was taking English lan-
guage classes at Oxford University.

BUSH: Although one could easily make the case that
Bush would have seriously benefited from English lan-
guage classes at Oxford, he settled for A n d o v e r
Academy and Yale University, the schools his father
had attended.

Ill-fated Business Deals
BIN LADEN: While running a Sudanese import/export

company purchased with his family’s money, Bin
Laden lost a fortune pursuing a half-baked scheme to
import bicycles from Azerbaijan.

BUSH: While running an oil prospecting outfit pur-
chased with his family’s money, Bush pushed the com-
pany $3 million into debt before being bailed out by
business interests wishing to curry favor with his father,
then Vice President. 

Religious Awakening
BI N LA D E N: Found God in the late seventies and early
eighties, and traded his lifestyle as a dandified intercon-
tinental playboy for the spartan existence of an Islamic
cleric. Pivotal moment: the seizing of the grand mosque
at Mecca by young Muslim fundamentalists in 1979.

BU S H: B u s h ’s conversion came in the mid-eighties, when
he turned his life around, embracing Jesus Christ with a
fervor he had previously reserved for beer and Jim Beam
bourbon. (The cocaine rumors have never been verified.)
Pivotal moments: a 1985 visit by the Rev. Billy Graham
to the Bush family retreat in Kennebunkport and going to
church socials with his wife Laura, who laid down the
l a w, “It’s Jim Beam or me.” 

Inspiration
BI N LA D E N: “ We are carrying on the mission of our
Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him.” (In an interview
with Hamid Mir, editor of the U rdu daily A u s a f,  published
November 10 in the Pakistani newspaper D a w n. )

BUSH: “(Jesus) Christ, because he changed my heart.”
(In a debate during the Republican primary.) 

On the current war in Afghanistan
BIN LADEN: “These events have divided the world into
two camps, the camp of the faithful and the camp of the
infidel.”

BUSH: “Every nation and every region now has a deci-
sion to make,” Bush said. “Either you are with us, or
you are with the terrorists.”

BY MIKE BENEDIKTSSON

What do Osama bin Laden and George W. Bush have in common? More than you might think. As pundits on both sides
of the political spectrum have correctly pointed out, “moral equivalence” arguments are egregiously out-of-place;
whether or not he is directly responsible for the World Trade Center attacks, bin Laden has publicly called upon the
w o r l d ’s Muslims to kill Christian and Jewish civilians, something Bush has yet to approach. This notwithstanding, the
common denominators in the two leaders’personalities and careers are at least worth a moment’s consideration.

THE WORST OF BOTH WORLDS
BUSH VS. BIN LADEN



BY ANA NOGUEIRA

There were no winners walking out of the World
Trade Organization’s 4th ministerial meeting in Doha,
Qatar last month.

While the wealthy nations secured a new round of
negotiations, which will expand the W TO ’s reach, and
developing nations received some concessions, the week-
long meeting highlighted major rifts that threatened to
tear apart a world dominated by corporate globalization.

By meeting last month in the oil-soaked sheikdom of
Qatar, where protest is forbidden, the WTO avoided a
repeat of the 1999 ministerial in Seattle when activists
physically shut down the meeting.

But the Qatar meeting showed that the W TO hasn’t
learned much since then, say activists, pointing to the W TO ’s
undemocratic structure and rules-based system which they
say is exploited by the U.S. and other industrial nations.

For example, the 20 richest nations drafted, months
ahead of time, the ministerial declaration without the input
of developing nations. Then in Qatar, the U.S. and
European Union manipulated the process in order to secure
a “new round” despite major protests from India, Pakistan
and many African, Caribbean and Pacific Rim nations.

“This continuation of attacks on developing countries,
this kind of attitude, will undermine the multilateral trad-
ing system and could even lead to its collapse,” warned
Egyptian diplomat Fayza Aboulanga.

A RULES-BASED SYSTEM
The “rules-based system” of the WTO is intended to

level the playing field between developing and industri-
alized nations regarding trade policies and access to
international markets. While developing nations once
lauded the rules-based system as their best chance of
equally participating in the global economy, they are
beginning to reconsider, according to Miriama Williams
of the Gender and Trade Network.

“ You can have a rules-based system that is entirely
u n f a i r, where the best principles are subverted by the major
players at their will to do whatever they want,” Wi l l i a m s
told the I n d y p e n d e n t from Qatar. “If no one is going to pay
attention to your demands, then it’s not worth having a
rules-based system that is structured against you.”

The wealthy nations realized before the ministerial
that the meetings, and in all likelihood the World Trade
Organization itself, would be deemed a failure if dele-
gates didn’t agree on a new round. The Seattle debacle,
in their minds, could not be repeated. What transpired in
Doha was six days of sleepless wordsmithing that pro-
duced a face-saving but hollow declaration.

“Something was launched in Doha but to call it a round
might be stretching the concept,” wrote Walden Bello of
Focus on Global South and Anuradha Mittal of Food First.

While delegates eventually agreed to expand WTO
authority to include investment, competition policy, and
transparency in government procurement, the Doha dec-
laration postponed a real consensus until 2003, when the
Fifth Ministerial meeting will take place. Almost every
concession in the final declaration is crafted in such
vague language that they are rendered legally non-bind-
ing. The round itself can still be vetoed in 2003. 

CONSENSUS, WTO-STYLE
The majority of developing nations did not want a new

round to begin with. “Unless the present inequalities are
removed in W TO, I do not believe in a new round,” said
ambassador S. Narayanan of India. Echoing the sentiment
of Caribbean nations, Ambassador Ransford Smith of
Jamaica said, “I do not see a new round as a priority, ”
adding that the ministerial meetings should instead assess
the current state of the world trading system.

H o w e v e r, in the end, the combined force of 39 of the
w o r l d ’s poorest countries (276 delegates) was no match for
the 553 delegates representing the U.S. and the EU alone. 

One attendee compared the process to putting Mike

Tyson in the ring with a small boy.
“Every WTO meeting appears to set new levels of

undemocratic and non-transparent processes [while the
WTO proclaims] participatory consensus and efficient
governance,” wrote Chakravarthi Raghavan, chief editor
of the South-North Development Monitor.

“Upon arrival in Doha, official delegations were forced
to work on a draft declaration that completely followed the
dictates of industrialized countries,” said Raoul Mark
Jennar of Oxfam. “Everyone knows that entering into a
negotiation process on the basis of an adverse position is
the same as being forced into a situation of weakness.”
Besides setting the agenda way in advance without – and
indeed ignoring – the input of developing nations, the
W TO negotiated its rules in what are called “green rooms,”
named after the color of the Director General’s off i c e .

Hosted by the Chair of the W TO and his six friends
(called the Friends of the Chair), green room meetings
consist of 20 of the richest nations “hammering out an
agreement and then presenting it to the whole as a fait
acompli. Then, on a one-on-one basis, they call in a coun-
try and proceed to harass and intimidate them into signing
on,” said Williams describing the scene she witnessed in
Doha. “I didn’t think it could get any worse. They didn’t
learn a single lesson from Seattle.”

SMALL VICTORIES
Developing nations had suggested that the 4th minis-

terial meeting focus on review and implementation of
existing agreements, rather than ram through new agree-
ments. “Developing nations are being asked to launch a
new round at Doha on the promises of a post-dated check
about benefits, when the old Uruguay round check has
bounced,” said the Indian Prime Minister. Industrialized
nations told Egypt’s Aboulanga that by putting these
implementation issues on the agenda, developing nations
were “asking for the moon.”

But the threat of walking out of the consensus-based
talks, and thereby causing a second round of collapse,
gave the resource-lacking delegations some leverage
over the contentious negotiations. 

The final declaration was carefully crafted so that the
W TO could claim success at the launch of a new round, and
each delegation could similarly return to their constituencies
claiming some sort of victory. And indeed there were some. 

The agreement on intellectual property rights (known
as TRIPS) now gives nations the right to override patent
laws in the event of a national emergency and offer
cheap, generic drugs. Indeed, cheaper access to rehabili-
tating drugs for the 40 million people infected with HIV
is a victory. However, language in the agreement renders
the clause legally non-binding, so pharmaceutical corpo-
rations theoretically still have the right to sue any nation
that violates its patents. 

The U.S. used the adoption of the adjusted T R I P S
agreement, still controversial for its basic premise, as
leverage for the approval of the new round agenda. “Wi t h
the tide of global opinion turning against the multination-
al pharmaceutical companies, both the U.S. and the EU
decided that the companies were, for the moment,
expendable: a non-binding and limited decision on soft-
ening TRIPS was a small price to pay for the consensus
on an agenda for wide-ranging negotiations on trade lib-
eralization.” writes C. Rammanohar Reddy in the H i n d u.

Another victory championed by developing nations is
the gradual “phasing out” of the $90 billion in agricul-
tural subsidies given to European farmers each year, sub-
sidies that violate WTO rules. This aspect of the 1994
Agreement on Agriculture was on the developing
nations’list of “implementation issues.”

“Developing nations were told in 1994 that free trade
would create growth,” said Williams. “So they gave up
everything, and six years later, many of these countries
are in recession, their people are unemployed, and it is
directly related to trade because their countries have been
inundated with cheap, overly-subsidized agriculture from
the EU and the U.S. They still heavily subsidize their own
wealthy farmers.”

Developing nations say it is time to force industrial-
ized nations to play by the same rules. However, yet
again, the final Doha Declaration softened the words
“phasing out” by adding “without prejudging the outcome
of the negotiations,” meaning it is still subject to debate.

More importantly, the agreement fails to address the
practice by large multinational agribusinesses of dump-
ing cheap foodstuffs in local markets, thereby grabbing
market share at the expense of poor farmers. “Nothing in
Doha was granted to small farmers. Nothing. Either in
the area of agriculture or in that of the protection of nat-
ural resources and indigenous knowledge under the
TRIPS agreement,” said Jennar.

LABOR AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Another EU concession to developing nations was

leaving out environmental and labor standards in trade
policy. Developing nations vehemently opposed those
standards as “disguised protectionism” since they say
they cannot live up to Western standards while still
remaining competitive in a capitalist system. Agreeing,
the Doha declaration states that no WTO member is
obliged to comply with international environmental or
labor treaties in order to remain a member, a big relief for
Bush and U.S. corporate interests who just got away with
dismissing the Kyoto Protocol on global climate change. 

Some say the key to EU gains in many other areas was
its readiness to accept the loss on agriculture and the
environment. Author Naomi Klein calls this maneuver
“kamikaze capitalism.”

If competition policy were equally implemented, and
therefore enforced in the U.S., it would mean that
Congress wouldn’t be able to ban, for example, the import
of goods manufactured by children under the age of ten.
S i m i l a r l y, it would be forbidden, under global trade rules,
to comply with consumer demands to label genetically
modified food. Both examples would constitute viola-
tions of competition policy in the eyes of the W TO, and
since labor and health standards are matters the W TO
refuses to regard as trade issues, the bans would be seen
as “barriers to free trade.” To many, this illustrates one of
the major problems with current trading rules, a perspec-
tive that seemingly only the protesters out in the streets of
80 cities around the world were articulating.

“The ‘free market’paradigm is anything but free,” reads
a report entitled “Beyond the W TO” by the International
Forum on Globalization. “The big losers have been work-
ers whose wages and benefits are bargained down by
mobile firms. Corporate-led globalization has undermined
the environment, equity, financial stability, healthy com-
munities, food safety and security, and cultural diversity.
Indeed, it is threatening the bedrock of democracy. ”

*  *  *
The House of Representatives voted 215-214 on December
6 to grant President Bush broad powers to negotiate inter-
national trade agreements. As we go to press, the Senate is
widely expected to also vote in favor of Fast Track author-
i t y. With that in hand, the Bush Administration will be able
to present future trade agreements (such as the FTAA) to
Congress for a single up or down vote. Congress will not
be allowed to propose amendments to the agreements. 

– ANA@INDYMEDIA.ORG

WTO: FORCED CONSENSUS

ANURADHA MITTAL & WALDEN BELLO
among the handful of protesters in Qatar.

GLOBALIZATION



BY REBECCA TUHUS-DUBROW

It was God’s will, reasoned Jerry
Falwell and Pat Robertson about the
September 11 tragedy. The guilty parties to
them were not so much the hijackers, but
debauched New Yorkers who invited ruin
upon themselves, like their ancient biblical
counterparts in Sodom and Gomorrah.

But another doomed biblical city
strikes me as New York’s true ancestor:
Babel, whose famous tower reached too
far heavenward for God’s comfort. Babel
is an efficient parable, at once a warning
against hubris and a mythical take on the
origins of a polyglot human diaspora:

And they said, ‘Come, let us build us
a city, and a tower with its top in the sky,
to make a name for ourselves; else we
shall be scattered all over the world.’The
Lord came down to look at the city and
tower that man had build, and the Lord
said, ‘If, as one people with one language for all, this is
how they have begun to act, then nothing that they may
propose to do will be out of their reach. Let us, then, go
down and confound their speech there, so that they shall
not understand one another’s speech.’ Thus the Lord
scattered them from there over the face of the whole
earth; and they stopped building the city (Gen. 11:4-8).

According to Yale biblical scholar Christine Hayes, the
story is “an ancient Israelite polemic against the
Babylonian empire – its overreaching imperialism. T h e
name of Babylon is Babel, which means ‘the gate of God’
(Bab-El), but the Israelite writer of our story plays on the
name and connects it with ‘confusion.’” She adds that
Babel in Hebrew “means confused, nonsensical, much like
Greek bar- b a r, the root of barbarian since barbarians were
believed to speak some sort of meaningless gibberish.”

Of course, what sounds like gibberish to some sounds
like English or Flemish or Spanish to others. God’s pun-
ishment was an accidental gift, since it led to the kalei-
doscopic diversity that characterizes humanity. If God
thought he could keep the people apart by these meas-
ures, he was sorely mistaken. The God of this myth cre-
ated, in one stroke, a lot of new nonsense and the seduc-
tive opportunity to make sense of it. We take communi-
cation in our own languages for granted, since we learn
without effort and before memory, but there is a singular
thrill in communicating in a foreign language. You make
a series of strange sounds and, as if by magic, people nod
and respond – it is enough to make you giddy.

But the dark side of Babel’s legacy looms when people
d o n ’t want to learn other languages, when diff e r e n c e s
between people serve not as an invitation to explore, but as
grounds for hostility or worse. For Americans, complacen-
cy and ignorance are more common sins than hatred,
though no less poisonous. As a lingua franca, English
assaults ears and eyes all over the world, so that osmosis
ensures some knowledge in even the most resistant learn-
ers. Meanwhile, as the rest of the world learns our lan-
guage, we grow increasingly monolingual, because we can.

New York represents the extremes in this case – both
the best and worst outcomes of God’s actions in Genesis
11. Despite its reputation, New York is an accepting city.

I moved here September 1, 2001, and the city did to me
what a river does to a raindrop. My first days here, I
walked around mesmerized by the staggering diversity,
eavesdropping on conversations I couldn’t understand.
What I saw and heard on the streets and in the subways
of New York seemed to be a gorgeous reunion of the
family fragmented in Babel – but now unbreakable,
because we had come together despite our differences
and learned how to bridge many of them.

New York is not just the capital of human heterogene-
ity, but also the unofficial capital of an empire whose
hegemony makes Babylon look about as menacing as
Canada. Scattering the people across the earth, con-
founding their speech, failed to cure the disease of which
Babel was a symptom. Hubris and ambition did not go
away; they came back double in the form of the Twin
Towers in 1973, the throbbing twin phalluses of capital-
ism. The U.S. exports this economy in tandem with an
iron-fisted foreign policy and a frivolous pop culture that
threatens to cannibalize other cultures.

September 11 is the tragic sequel to Genesis 11 .
Professor Hayes observes, “God’s actions are presumably
justified in the eyes of the biblical writer because the under-
taking was an ‘unholy’one: building towers are testimonies
to human rather than divine grandeur.” Does this mean that
we should see WTC in the same way, and its destruction to
be a divinely sanctioned attempt to thwart human arro-
gance? “That is dangerous thinking to my mind, so those
are some parallels I wouldn’t want to draw.” She notes that
“in Genesis 11, the tower builders are the ones who suff e r
the wrath of God. On September 11, thousands who had no
part in the building of the tower suffered the wrath of per-
sons claiming to have God on their side.”

The perpetrators of the attacks
assumed God’s role, and that is the very
definition of hubris. It is beyond doubt, to
me, that the U.S. needs to seriously
rethink its foreign policy. But while those
of us on the left may sympathize with
some of the attackers’ objections to the
United States – though certainly not their
horrific tactics – it is important to realize
how sharply they ultimately fork. We may
all oppose, for example, Israel’s occupa-
tion of Palestine, but whereas the
American left hopes for a peaceful co-
existence of two independent states, the
Islamic extremists want the infidels off
the holy land. This leaves little room for
conversation. Although the hijackers
spoke English and lived in American soci-
ety, they did not want to communicate
with us. They wanted the end of American
society – period, or whenever possible, an
explosive exclamation point. As long as

we continue to speak concurrent monologues instead of
engaging in a dialogue, we will be babbling.

It is difficult to explain your own language without
resorting to tautology. Anyone knows this who has tried
to define a preposition to a foreigner or who has asked a
Spanish speaker to explain the difference between s e r a n d
e s t a r. T h a t ’s the right way to say it because that’s how we
say it. A language makes sense to its native speakers in a
way that is beyond explanation, beyond reasons. A n d
sometimes cultures start to feel the same way. We are so
deeply immersed in them that they feel like human nature.
In Western culture, we take for granted an unwillingness
to die, and assume we can use that aversion to death as a
b a rgaining chip. This seems natural, just as it seems obvi-
ous that verbs follow subjects in a sentence.

But we’ve begun to learn the hard way how drastical-
ly some perspectives differ from ours. I hear gossip about
other languages: In Japanese, there is a word for beauty
tinged with sadness; in Arabic, the word for a lion hunt-
ing is different from the word for a lion resting. Since
words can crystallize or even create concepts, the differ-
ences is vocabulary reflect the subtle – or sometimes dra-
matic – variations in cultural perspectives. To truly speak
a foreign language, you must invite it into your mouth,
your gestures, let it seep into your ears until you are sunk
so deep in it that it begins to make intuitive sense. An
exercise in humility, an experiment in identity, speaking
another language can chisel a crack in minds closed by
ignorance or fundamentalism.

September 11, if we let it, also has the power to open
that crack. The attacks brought not only casualties, but
also their opposite. Patriotism has come back to life;
poetry and politeness both had a welcome, if short-lived,
resurgence. The attacks also pumped new blood into
God: just after the attacks, the most devout atheists may
have found themselves sneaking a prayer the way a nun
might sneak an erotic fantasy. Let’s hope – or, with all
that extra faith, pray –  that another spawn of the tragedy
will be a sincere effort at mutual understanding. In Babel,
the people understood one another too well for God’s
taste, but now, if anything, we could use the help of a
divine translator.

THE TOWER OF BABEL
& THE PRIDE OF NATIONS

Babel is an efficient parable, 
at once warning against hubris 
and a mythical take on the origins 
of a polyglot human diaspora.
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¡ M I R A !

As we go to press the conflict between Israel and
Palestine is rapidly deteriorating. While the media has cov-
ered the battles in depth, media watchdogs groups, such as
the Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting, have criticized the
mainstream coverage.

“Echoing the response of the Bush administration, the
U.S. news media have largely blamed the attacks on
Palestinian Authority leader Yasir Arafat, despite the fact
that Hamas is an unaffiliated rival of the PA,” FAIR wrote in
a  December 6 report.

To help you keep abreast of developments in the Middle
East, the Indypendent has collected links to some sites that
may offer alternative views on the current situation.


